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Indigenous Peoples living in North America have been using their knowledge to
live sustainably for thousands and thousands of years. Recently, the dominant society

has developed an interest in what has becorne known as Traditional Ecological or
Environmental Knowledge (TEK). The objective of this study is to examine the concept

of TEK nom Aboriginal and non-Abonginal perspectives using the current litemture and

my own experiences in a First Nation community; to use an appropriate non-western
methodology to leam about Indigenous KnowIedge from members of a First Nation; and
to use my experiences working with the community to dernonstrate how western society
consmicts TEK, the implications of textualizuig oral knowledge and of sharing knowledge
in terms of marginalization and the appropriation. Chapter One provides an introduction
and a bnef theoretical overview of TEK research in Canada, and Chapter Two consists of
a literature review of TEK and its uses by Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal societies.
Chapter Three is a detailed outline of the Anishinaabe methods of inquiry, including
leaming-by-doing, dreaming, ceremonies, story telling and self knowledge. Chapter Four
consists of a personal namative that is interwoven with excerpts fiom Aboriginal experts
in the literature regarding TEK and discusses the manufacturing of TEK by the dominant
society, textualizing, sharing knowledge and the misappropriation of TEK. Chapter Five
concludes by pulling together a series of recommendations for TEK research in the future.
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C W T E R ONE: INTRODUCTION
During the initial stages of the colonization of Turtle lsland', European immigrants
l*
and Indigenous Knowledge for their
were dependent upon ~ b o r i ~ i n aPeoples
continuance and survival. As the number of European immigrants sky-rocketed and the
infrastructure Europeans' needed to support themselves in the "new'' land was
developed, their reliance on Aboriginal Peoples diminished For the next five centuries,
the dominant society3 in Canada relegated Indigenous Peoples to ccsavage",consistently
denying the existence of intellect within the 'Indian". Further, the processes of
coIonization, co[onialism, imperialism and assimilation have made every attempt to
undermine and destroy Aboriginal Peoples.

The Indian Acfs of the late 18003s,made clear the intention of the Govemment of
Canadato obliterate Aboriginal traditional forms of govemment and social organization in

Canada. Amendrnents to the Act in the early 1900's made parkipation in ceremonies,
traditional dances, songs and other celebrations illegal, with the objective of assimilating
Aboriginal Peoples into Euro-Canadian society. Aboriginal children were required to
attend state run schools, and a large number of children were taken away from their

Families and communities and forced into residential schools. A si&ril*ficantnumber of
children were also adopted into non-Aboriginal fàmilies in distant jurisdictions and foreign
countries. This came close to preventing an entire generation of children from learning

A narne Anishinaabe people use for North Amena

'Aboriginal, Native, Native American and Indigenous d

l be used interchangeable to refer to the Original
Inhabitants of North Arnenca Fkst Nation will refer to statu Indian communities within Canada.

Indigenous Knowledge, their languages and their cultures. For Aboriginal Peoples in
Canada, this period of atternpted assimilation was characterized by violence and
patemalism, as Euro-Canadians took control of vimially every aspect of Abonginal
Peoples' lives. Although the days of such restrictive measures have passed, even today,
Abonginal Peoples must still resid becorning assimilated into the dominant society. As
Anishinaabe Elder Eddie Benton-Banai explains:

"Today, Arnerica has replaced the bayonettes with more sophisticated,
less visible weapons like school systems that ignore Aboriginal history
and culture; textbooks that falsely represent the settlement of this
country; and movies and media that misunderstand Aboriginal culture and
portray Aboriginal life in a shallow and token way. Still the purpose is
the same: to absorb Indian people into the melting pot of Arnerican
society and to forget the real history of this country and the injustices
done to its Native people. The old ways, these teachings, are seen as
unnecessq to the modem world it is bewming more and more evident
today that many Arnericans feel the p hilosophy advocated by traditional
Native people, the respect for al1 living things, is a roadblock to Amencan
progress" (Benton-Banai 1988:111).

Although Benton-Banai is speaking about the situation in the United States, his
cornmentary rings tnie for Canada as well. Given this hostile environment, the resiliency
and cornmitment of the Abonginal Peoples to their traditions in the past and present
cannot be understated. As the Canadian govemment went about destroying the land, the
people and their ways of knowing, many Aboriginal practices went underground and
were practiced in secret. These are now being revitalized and strengthened in a number of

3

The terms "dominant society", "mainstream society" and "Euro-Canadian society" wili be used
synonymously throughout this dissertation.

Aboriginal communities. It is within this context that the discussion of Traditional
Eoological ~nowledge' begins.
For a number of yean, westem scientists in mainstream North American culture
dismissed Indigenous Knowledge as subjective, unreliable and anecdotal (Wolfe et al.
1992). The knowledge and philosophies of Aboriginal Peoples were subsequently

degraded and used as symbols of inferÏority by the dominant society (Delona 1997,
Martin-Hill 1995). As oppressed peoples in Canada, forced to cope with a systemically
racist reality, Abonginal Peoples have historicaily been considered "primitive" in
comparison to the industrialized, technologically advanced, 'kivilized" western society.
It is with caution then, that many Aboriginal People watch the dominant society in North
America once again become interested and in some cases fascinated with the knowledge of
Aboriginal Peoples.
As North America searches for new ways to manage its natural resources and

solve environmental crises, the knowledge of Abonginal Peoples pertaining to the
environment is an increasingly sought afier commodity. Traditional Ecological
Knowledge has been largely constnicted by academics and non-Aboriginals as a parallel
body of knowledge to what the westem world terms environmental, ecological or
biological. This fraction of Indigenous Knowledge is being documented in Environmental
Impact Assessments (EIA) (Arctic Institute of North America and Joint Secretariat-

Researchers r e k to that fiaction of Indigenous Knowledge penaining to what the western world terms
"environmental or ecologicai" as Traditionai Knowledge, Traditicinal EcoIogicai Knowledge, Traditional
Environmental KnowIedge. This term wiil be used in this dissertation to denote the westem constntct of
Indigenous Knowledge. The terms TEK and Indigenous Knowledge are not used synonymousIy. The
definitions of these tems will be discussed at length and in detail in Chapter Five.

4

Inuvialuit Renewable Resource Cornmittees 1996, Stevenson 1996), land claims
proceedings (Riewe 1992, Freeman 1976),and CO-managementagreements (Arctic
Imtitute of North America and Joint Secretariat- Znuvialuit Renewable Resource
Cornminees 1996, Cizek 1990, Feit 1988, Usher 1987),and is generally used to fil1 in

where westem scientific knowledge is lacking or to contribute in a limited way to the
pnnciples and fiameworks developed by westem scientific models. Environmentalists
have turned to Aboriginal Knowledge seeking solutions to numerous environmental crises
(Capra 1996, Jenson 1995, Lachapelle 1995, Knudston and Suzuki 1992). A few
biophysical scientists have recognized the value of including Indigenous Knowledge in
their own scientific studies (Oakes and Riewe 1996), and an alarming nurnber of
enthobotanists have set out to document the Indigenous use of medicinal plants in
biodiversity prospectin$ ventures (Posey and Dutfield 1996).
Despite the recognition of TEK by some members of the North American society,
it is still rather rare that Indigenous Knowledge is accepted as good and valid within its
own right (Stevenson 1996, Wolfe et al. 1992). Aboriginal Peoples and their howledge
are sîill measured against Euro-centric ideals of progress, development (Martin-Hill

1995), and objective quantifiable knowledge. Much of the dominant society still believes
that western scientific knowledge is "better" or "more reliable" than knowledge generated
by Indigenous systems. Vine Delona Jr., a Native American intellectual at the University

5

Posey and Duffield (1996) define biodiversity prospecting as "The search for and collection of biotogical
material for commercial purposes. The areas where prospecting takes place are usuaily species-rich
environments, such as tropical forests and coral reefs. The practice is also calied chemical prospecting"
(1996:227).

of Colorado States "[western science] accepts non-western traditions only to the degree
to which they help to bolster the existing and approved orthodox doctrines" (Deloria
1997:32), and this seerns to be generally the case in most HA'S and CO-management

agreements in Canada (Notzke 1994). Seldom do we see Abonginal Peoples, the holders
of Aboriginal Knowledge participating in these processes in an equal and powemil

manner. Wolfe et al. explain f i e r :

"Until very recently little or no credence was given by scientists and
scholars grounded in the Westem tradition to the validity of non-Western
indigenous knowledge. Even now, when Western scholars begin to
acknowledge the existence of indigenous knowledge they encounter several
problems in tapping into it. Since indigenous knowledge generation does
not use the sarne methods of data collection, storage, analysis and
interpretation as the scientific tradition, those trained in the scientific
oadition have great diEculty in acknowledging the validity of data
generated in unfamiliar ways. Even those who do acknowledge the
existence of indigenous knowledge generally apply scientific methods to
verifi and validate indigenous knowledge. They seek to recognize their
categorizations in native systems, and apply their typologies to what they
think indigenous knowledge systems are" (Wolfe ei al.19925).

The construction and definition of TEK by western intellectuals has meant that
Indigenous Knowledge has been packaged in a way that is easily accessible to the
mainstream socieîy. The "packaging" process involves the translation of knowledge
across languages, world views and methods of transmission. Knowledge is physically
separated fiom the people, the land, the spiritual realm, the Oral Tradition6and fiom the

Although the Oral Tradition was and remains to be a fundamental way of"recordingn knowledge,
Anishinaabe People also use pictographs, scroils,carvings, paintings, beadwork, clothing, music and other
artistic endeavours to "recordn knowledge.

6

values and philosophies that provide its context. The process also involves the
manipulation or reduction of laiowledge fiom a process-orienteci, highly contexhialized
system to content or product. Al1 of these phenornena produce a widely accepted
concept of TEK (at l e s t in academia) that is fundamentally western, not Abonginal.
This production of TEK greatly increases the chances of mis-representing and misinterpreting the howledge of Aboriginal Peoples, and has led a nurnber of Aboriginal
people to feel that:

"efforts by the dominant culture to access their Traditional KnowIedge
represents just another form of exploitation. Having taken over Aboriginal
lands, mined Abonginal resources and marginalized Abonginal peoples,
government and industry have tumed their attention to TK [Traditional
Knowledge]" (Stevenson 1998:4).

The Present Study
The purpose of this research is to use Indigenous methods of inquiry to learn
about Anishinaabe Knowledge f?om members of an Anishinaabe community, and to use
these insights to discuss some of the curent issues in the field of TEK. 1was invited to

an Anishinaabe community of about 600 people, located in Manitoba, in the fall of 1997
to work with community members on a nurnber of environmental issues. During the past
two years, 1have worked on docurnenting land uses, assessing impacts fiom an

Aboriginal perspective, interviewing Elders, participating in ceremonies, listening to
stories, dreaming and "learning by doing" out on the land with rnembers of the
community.

The objective of this study is to examine the concept of TEK fiom Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal perspectives using the current literature and rny experiences in a First
Nation community; to use an appropriate non-western methodology to leam about
Indigenous Knowledge fiom members of a First Nation; to use my experiences working
with the community and the literature on TEK to dernonstrate how western society
constructs TEK; to investigate the implications of textualking oral howledge and sharing
documented knowledge with the dominant society; and to explore how the
rnarginalization and appropriation of TEK leads to continued disillusion in Aboriginal
communities.
1have chosen to base this dissertation on my own experience because 1believe the

responsibility for and ownership of Indigenous Knowledge lies with and within the
people who have the knowledge. Indigenous Knowledge is the property of those
individuals, their communities and their Nations. It is inappropriate for outside
researchers to document such knowledge for the sole purpose of thesis, dissertations and
academic advancement. Documenting Indigenous Knowledge freezes it in a context which

is contrary to its creative, dynarnic, living, personal nature. Furthemore, the
documentation of Indigenous Knowledge makes the knowledge more accessible to nonAboriginal society, increasing the chance of mis-use and mis-interpretation, both of which
are darnaging to Aboriginal Peoples in Canada. It is for these reasons that this
dissertation will focus on my experiences working with a First Nation community and

with Anishinaabe Knowledge in relation to the current literature in the field I am keenly

aware of the on-going debates around the intellectuai property rights of Indigenous
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Peoples and over the appropriation of Indigenous Knowledge by the dominant society.
This study will not document the Anishinaabe environmental howledge of a First
Nation. It will not attempt to provide descriptive accounts of my expenences in the
cornmunity, nor will it include any of the reports, interviews, or land use work I have
done with the community. These documents belong to the community, and are for the
community to use or not use at their sole discretion.
The results of my research regarding issues in Traditional Ecologicd Knowledge
are primarily discussed within the context of my experiences with one particular
community. I have, however been influenced in my life by a number of other
Anishinaabe Elders and spintual teachers, and Elden fiom other Nations. Indigenous
Knowledge systems are complex and leaming is a life long process within Anishinaabe
Traditions and requires decades, if not years. Research projects have relatively short time
frames in cornparison. The people in the community I have worked in have shared with

me glimpses into their Anishinaabe Knowledge and my leamhg process will hopefùlly
continue for a great number of years. This dissertation therefore represents a moment in
time regarding my current thinking. It is not necessady the thinking of the community,
or of other Anishinaabe People. The opinions expressed herein are mine done.
Although Aboriginal Nations are diverse and Aboriginal cultures are continually
evolving, it is my understanding that there exist fundamental cornmonalties between
Indigenous groups within the boundaries of Canada and North Arnerica (Beck et ol.
1990). These cornmonalties are used to discuss a number of aspects of TEK in general

and Anishinaabe Knowledge in particular.

Although there exists a great deal of matenal written about Traditional Ecological
Knowledge in an intemational context, 1 will focus on the Canadian experience. 1 have
included literature written by Aboriginal academics, Elders and those Aboriginal People
who are considered experts by the Aboriginal comrnunity (but do not necessarily have a
western education), with supporting evidence from non-Aboriginal scholars, when the
discussion is about TEK or Indigenous Knowledge. 1have focused on the published
voices of the Aboriginal academics, Elders and experts for two reasons. First, 1believe
that people who have Indigenous Knowiedge, not those that document Traditional
Ecological Knowledge, are the experts in TEK and Indigenous Knowledge (see Grenier

1998). Secondly, these voices tend to be absent in the "mainstrearn" academic literature
on TEK and Indigenous Knowledge. I did not fuid a great nurnber of Aboriginal People
writing about TEK in refereed academic joumals about the environment. More ofien, 1
found Aboriginal People w-riting about the environment and about their knowledge of the

environment in places that had a large Aboriginal readership - Abonginai journals,
magazines, books and newspapers. I also found Aboriginal people writing about the
environment in art exhibits, and in broader contexts such as healing, politics, women's
studies and literature. 1 found Aboriginal People writing about TEK and Indigenow
Knowledge for Aboriginal organizations. And pulling al1 of these sources together, 1
found that these Abonginal voices were saying things that were quite different fiom what
the current academic discourse on TEK might indicate. Where 1have used aspects of
Indigenous Knowledge to demonstrate Aboriginal perspectives, philosophies, values,
pnnciples or ideas, 1have tried to rely on published Elden' or TEK holders' voices.

IO

My Self in Relation to the Reseacch
1am of Anishinaabe and Scottish ancestry, and 1have grown up off reserve,

outside of my Anishinaabe culture. I have been re-learning my traditions and culture for
the past ten years. My Anishinaabe name is Petahsemosake, Walking Towards Woman,
and 1am a member of the mishibizhii (lion) clam My relatively young age makes me very
much a beginner. 1have k e n fomally trained in western science, and have been working
with Aboriginal communities and organizations in the field of the environmental studies
and Indigenous Knowledge for the last five years. This dissertation focuses on my
persona1 learning, and this learning provides the basis for my discussion of issues in TEK
and Indigenous Knowledge. These perspectives appear as a narrative or a commentary

throughout the document and they appear as italicized passages throughout the text.
Direct quotes fiom other authors will appear in quotation marks and will be indented.
Aboriginal cultures and cornmunities are diverse. 1acknowledge that 1have made
some generalizations about many of the experiences of Aboriginal Peoples in order to
construct a different perspective on TEK than is often discussed in the "mainstream"
TEK literature. These generalizations are based on my own life experiences as 1do not
pretend to be an expert on Aboriginal Peoples, or Anishinaabe People. I am only an
expert on my own life and experiences.

An Historical Overview of Traditional EcoIogical Knowledge

Indigenous Peoples living in Canada have been using their howledge to live the

good life7 for thousands and thousands of years. In the early 1970's anthropologists and
enthnoscientists first began to recognize that "other" cultures had mechanisms of
organizing their worlds and ways of classifying plants and anirnals (e-g.Bedin et al. 1968,
Diamond 1968, Berlin 1973, Dwyer 1976). At the same tirne, researchers in the fields of
international and community developmenq also began to acknowledge the existence of
Indigenous Knowledge systems as they moved fiom orthodoxy to participatory and
collaborative research methodologies (Sillitoe 1998).

In the late 19707s,as the political climate in Canada changea the recognition of
Aboriginal Rights came to the fore and a number of non-Native researchers were asked by
Aboriginal organizations to work with their people in projects to document land use and
occupancy (Driben 1993, Riewe 1992, Brody 1981, Labrador Inuit Association 1977,
Freeman 1976)

'.

The primary purpose of these projects was to prove to the Canadian

courts in western ternis, that specific groups of Aboriginal Peoples had been occupying

7

"The good life" or "mino-bimaatisiwin" is the Anishinaabe version of the Aboriginal concept meaning
the airn of life is to live a good Iife (according to Indigenous principles) on earth. See LaDuke (1997),
WilIiams (1989).
'For a more complete list ofland use mapping projects in Canada see Assembly of First Nations (1995)
and Poole (1994).

and using their homelands since tirne out of mind Projects focused on land use,
documenting where people hunted, fished, trappeci, gathered and camped These research
projects formed the legal basis for the recognition of Aboriginal land rights, and they had
the effect of transforming components of Indigenous Knowledge into a form that was
presentable and acceptable fiom the point of view of the Canadian Legal system and of
Canadian mainstream society in general. In this instance, Aboriginal Peoples and their
allies had no choice but to play by the d e s established by the dominant culture. The
greater gain of having Abonginal land rights recognized by the federal government ofien
out-weighed the limitations of documentation projects.

In more recent tirnes, many Aboriginal communities themselves have undertaken
mappinggprojects despite their concems over the abitity of maps to represent Indigenous
Knowledge, largely because "maps have recently acquired instrumental value in the
contest of negotiations with governments and other extemai interests" (Assembly of First
Nations 199533). Maps and other documentation methods tend to focus on practices
and seasonal patterns of resource use as well as accurnulated factual Imowledge, or the

"data" component of TEK, although they do not adequately represent the cosmologies of
the earth, and the rituals, codes and values goveming behaviours towards one's self, the
cornmunity, the Nation and the cosmos. It is usually the accumulated fachial knowledge
that the dominant society is interested in (Assembly of First Nations 1995), and as a
result, many of these mapping projects, whose original purpose was not to represent

9

The same may be said for other documentation tools.

Indigenous Knowledge, but to provide evidence in negotiatiom or court proceedings, are
seen by mainstream society as representing Indigenous Knowledge.
The Assembly of First Nations states that "outsiders are generally interested in
practical and factual dimensions of TEK regarding the health of the earth and the health of
its people" (1995:4), and this claim holds tnie when one examines the use of TEK by
pharmaceutical companies and people working and researching in the environmental field.
Academics and pharmaceutical companies have been mining Indigenous Knowledge of
plants throughout the world in an exploitive manner, that is, in the absence of infonned
consent and compensation despite large profits (Posey and Dutfield 1996). The
exploitative nature of the relationship between the pharmaceutical industry (and the
academics who work for them) and Indigenous Peoples is one that is not confined to the
developing worldtO.North American Indigenous Knowledge of medicinal properties and
uses of plants, is also the topic of numerous guide-books (Lacey 1993, Stark 1992,
Hutchens 1991). These books focus on the physical properties of plants, and generally
leave out the production process, ethics governing the harvesting of Medicinal plants, and
the spiritual context of healing.

1O

We need only to remember the story of Canadian nurse Rene Caisse and "her" cure for breast cancer.
She learned of the cure fiom an Anishiaabe Medicine Man, experimented with it and then oRered it to the
western world as "Essiac", naively believing that the physical recipe or the active ingredient was solely
responsible for the mixture's curing properties. From an Anishinaabe perspective, the plants would have
to be picked at a certain t h e of day by a trained Medicine person, d e r the proper ceremonies, and prayers
had been done. Ceremony and prayer wodd have likely been a key component of the process of making
the Medicine, and of administering it to the patient. To Caisse's dismay, no pharmaceutical Company
would produce Essiac. The recipe however appears in numerous alternative heaith books (See Weed
1996), wit hout consent fiom or compensation to the un-named Anishinaabe Medicine Man. For the
complete story, fiom an non-Native perspective see Glum (1988).

Becoming a traditional healer involves decades of apprenticeship with a Medicine
person and is a lengthy, rigorom and complicated process, as is becoming a westem
medical doctor. However, these guidebooks would have the reader believe that prepanng
and using Indigenous Medicines is as simple as making tea from the leaves £iom a
strawberry plant. Further, they cornpletely ignore the ethics and values that govem the
practice, as well as their spiritual base, thus giving the impression that Indigenous
Knowledge conceinhg medicinal plants is on& factual.
The environmental field became interested in Indigenous Knowledge when
researchers began to look for alternative approaches to western science and technology,
and studies shifted from theoretical approaches to applied approaches @ene Cultural

Institute 1993). The focus of this research, spanning the late 1980's and early 1990's has
been to convince the scientific community that Indigenous Knowledge is valid in its own
right (Wolfe et ai. 1992, Colorado 1988, Colorado and Collins 1987); allowing the

mainstream society to understand the values, philosophies and sustainable practices of
Aboriginal Peoples (Clarkson et al. 1992; Knudston and Suzuki 1992; Berkes 1994, 1993,
1991, 1989, 1988; Feit 1988; Gunn sr aL 1988); and on integrating TEK and western
science (Johannes 1993; McDonald and Flemming 1993; Nakashima 1993,1991;
Johnston 1992; Usher 1987). The international cornrnunity also recognized the
importance of TEK in this context through the International Union for the Conservation
of Nature' s (IUCN) WorZd Conservation Sfruregy(1 980); the World Commission on
Environment and Development's BnmtdZand Report (1987) and in Article 8Q)of the
United Nations' Convention on Biodiversity (Higgins 1998). It is only most recently

that we have seen a shifi in the focus of the TEK literature once again This time, it is
from applied approaches to incorporating Indigenous Peoples, not just abstractions of
their knowledge into the processes of environmental management (Stevenson 1998).

The Use of TEK by Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal Societies
In North Amenca, TEK is used by the dominant society only to the extent that it
promotes existing western ideals (Deloria 1997, Wolfe et al. 1992). The dominant society

in Canada uses TEK to improve scientific research, to provide environmental base-line
data, in environmental impact assessments, and to monitor development impacts (Grenier
1998, Berkes 1993). Berkes (1993) also adds that TEK is used in resource management,

and in protected areas and for conservation education. Aboriginal Peoples use TEX to
advance their interests. As well as using TEK as evidence in land c l a h proceedings",
TEK is used to demonstrate the impacts of development (McDonald et al. 1997,
Northern River Basins Study I992), to gain decision-making power in CO-management
agreements (McDonald et al. 1997, Arctic Institute of North American and Joint
Secretariat- Inuviaiuit Renewable Resource Cornmittees 1996) and to gain legitimacy in
the eyes of resource managers and the dominant society (Gwich'in Renewable Resource
Board 1997, Dene Cultural Institute 1993).

II

See refecences on page 12.

Why would Aboriginal Peoples use a western constnicted concept such as TEK to

advance their interests? The answer lies in the histonc and wntemporary relationship
between Aboriginal Peoples and federal government of Canada. Aboriginal Peoples and

Indigenous Knowledge have sunrived successive assimilation attempts by the federal
govemment, in part because of the tenacity of our anceston. Joseph Couture, a Native
academic states:

"That Natives have managed to retain any traditional values and attitudes
at d in the face of violence, dispossession, betrayal, degradation and
misguided patemalism, systematically visited upon them since the 1600s
is astounding" (Couture l996:255).

We owe our existence to the perseverance, persistence and determination of
Grandrnothers and Grandfathers. Aboriginal Peoples continue to adapt and develop
survival strategies to cope with colonialism and to ensure survival as Aboriginal Peoples.
Whether Aboriginal Peoples use western consmicts or paradigms, Indigenous paradigms,
or focus on participatory research rnethods to work with outside researchers, the purpose
is generaily the same; to advance the interests of the comrnunity. Stevenson explains
that:

mlL2

"..the textualization of Traditional Knowledge
can serve
Aboriginal interests. There is a sense of urgelrcy to record TK before the
elders who possess this knowledge pass on. This effort can serve
Abonginal interests, for example, in ternis of establishing proof to secure
access to land and resources under existing constitutional arrangements.
First Nations and other Aboriginal groups have, u t i l recently, had to play
by rules established by the dominant culture - though recent Supreme
court decisions in the Spamow and Delagarnuukw cases suggests that
Abonginal groups can now set some of the rules themselves. The
textualization of TK and related forms of acquiescence by First Nations
and other Aboriginal groups in the context of securing land and resource
tenures should be regarded only as an interim measure within a larger
strategy of social, cultural, economic and political empowerment and selfdetermination" (Stevenson 1998:5).

Aboriginal Concerns over the Characterization of TEK
Aboriginal concerns over the characterization and use of TEK have only recently

been articulated outside of Abonginal communities and organizations and incorporated in
TEK literature. (Brubacher and McGregor 1998, Arctic Institute of North Amenca and

-

Joint Secretariat Inuvialuit Renewable Resource Committees 1996, Goodstriker 1996,
Salmon 1996, Assembly of First Nations 1995, Lucky 1995, Brascoupe 1992).
Jacqueline Luckey, a Metis researcher, conducted one of the only shidies that documents
Abonginal and non-Abonginal perspectives on TEK in the field of environmental
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Stevenson (1998, 1997, 1996)defines Traditional Knowledge as the component of Indigenous
Knowledge that includes Traditional EcoIogical Knowledge and other kinds of Traditional Knowledge that
may include cultural, social, and spirituai knowledge. What he refers to as ?the textuaikation of TK",1
refer to as TEK

management (1995). Her study is important because it gives voice to a number of
Abonginal concerns over how TEK is studied and used by the dominant society. She
found that some people in the Aboriginal community are concemed with the approach
non-Natives are taking with TEK, for the following reasons:

"First, many researchers are asking for donations of tirne, energy, and
information nom people and comrnunities without oEering adequate
reciprocation Second, some nomNative researchers, in doing research, are
taking on the role of defining what TEK is and how it should be used.
This is not acceptable to the Native community, because of the great
potential for misunderstanding and misuse of knowledge, and because it
can represent a violation of their intellectual property rights" (Luckey
1995).

These opinions are widely discussed among Aboriginal Peoples in the environmental
field. Luckey was discussing her interview questions with Deborah McGregor, an
Anishinaabe doctoral student in forestry at the University of Toronto. Deborah asked:

"'Why do non-Natives think they should be studying TEK in the first
place?' Inherent in this question is the recognition that whoever "studies"
TEK gets to define it, and has control over what types of things are
studied, and which are ignored McGregor pointed out that for one thing,
non-Natives are ofken not equipped to understand the dynamics of a
particular community, and who they need to speak to to get accurate
information. Also, community members, for many reasons, may not
cooperate or direct researchers to the right people. Even if the researchers
do get good information, they still have the power to define what is
worthy of recording and to interpret the information fiom their point of
view. Then, ironically, the results that they report in the end are
presented as being descriptive of "traditional"knowledge. It is not
appropriate for non-Natives to "study" TEK, when studying it implies
the power to define it" (luckey 1995:55).

At the same tirne, Aboriginal communities face a even greater pressure fiom outside
researchers to share their know~edge'~.
Henry Lickers, a Mohawk and director of the
environment at Akwesasne explains:

"At Akwesasne, we get fi@ to sixty people like this every year, coming
in and saying 'tell us eveything', and we do i t Now what we're saying is
'how does the equity fiow? How does the knowledge help you, but how
does it help us? ...right now univenities acros Canada are looking at TEK
and there' s hundreds or thousands of people working on if and they al1
want to bleed the communities dry. What's it for? Not the communities,
but for themselves" (Luckey 1995:44).

Duane Goodstriker, a Blood, in his article entitled "The TEK Wars", describes a series of
difficulties between a cornmunity focus group of which he was a member and the
Department of Indian and Northern Affairs @IAND), in creating a First Nations
Environmental Assessment Manual. One component of the manual was dedicated to
TEK. The focus group believed that TEK should be included in the assessrnent and

decision-making process, that it must have a role equal to scientific and technical data
(Goodstriker 1997). The first 'TEKWar" occmed when DIAND failed to recognize
that TEK was local and unique to each specific cornmunity and Nation. The second

"TEK Wai' occurred over the meaning of TEK. Goodstrilcer explains:
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Also see Ji11 Oakes and E c k Riewe's article entitled "Communicating Inuit Perspectives on Research"
where they discuss Inuit perspectives on a similar problem (Oakes and Riewe 1996).

"In writing the manual, we thought of TEK as relating to ecological
knowledge at the time of first contact with the Europeans. In camp two
hundred to five hundred years ago, how did an individual interact with the
environment? At the community level, what was the people's
understanding of where they fit in Creation? How did they conceive of
the cosmos, the earth, and other creatures? What rules and practices did
they have in place for conservation to ensure sustainable supplies of crops
and animals to hunt? Once again DIAND objected, contending that such
beliefs, practices and attitudes could not be determined after so many
years of interaction with Euro-Canadian society and the resultant changes
in Native communities. We in tum,argued that TEK could be gathered by
interviewing our Elders" (Goodstriker 1996:147-8).

Goodstriker and DLAND also disagreed over how TEK would be gathered:

"DIAND, as a prerequisite to the provisions of funding, demanded that it
be in written fonn. This posed a serious and immediate logistical problern.
Our cultures are oral cultures, Our Native languages are still the first
language of many of our elden. Those languages cany within them our
thoughtworlds and our cultures, and the differences in worldview between
these cultures and the West often make concepts difficult to render into
English. An additional difficulty arises because our languages have been
reduced to written form only within the last twenty years. Though these
transliterations are reasonably advanced, they are far f?om perfect. I
finally told DIAND that, in order to get the TEK portion for the manual,
it had to supply us with enough money to videotape the interviews with
the elders" (Goodstriker 1996:148).

Russell Means, a Lakota and long time activist, sununarizes the concerns of Lickers and
McGregor, the fïndings of Luckey, and the frustrations of Goodstriker:

"What's at issue here is the same old question Europeans have always
posed with regard to Amencan Indians, whether what's ours isn't
somehow theirs. And of course they've always answered the question in
the affirmative. When they wanted our land they just announced that they
had a nght to it and therefore owned it. When we resisted the taking of

our land they claimed we were king unreasonable and committed physical
genocide upon us in order to convince us to see things their way. Now,
being spiritually banknipt themselves, they want our spirituality as well"
(Churchiil 1991:4 1).

Non-Aboriginal researchers have also recently begun to express many of these
concerns (Sillitoe 1998; Grenier 1998; Stevenson 1998, 1997, 1996; Oakes and Riewe
1996)' yet there seems to be relatively little discussion of these issues in the literature,
compared to the hundreds of papers appearing each year on TEK itseif. Paul Sillitoe, an
anthropologist comments:

"The considerable problems encountered in trying to understand
something about others' sociocultural traditions are not to be glossed over;
misrepresenting them will lead to disillusionment. The current debate over
whether it is justifiable to talk about indigenous knowledge illustrates the
need for an anthropological contribution in that it uitimately questions the
discipline's reason for existence (Agrawal 1995 a,b; SSiitoe n.d.)" (Sillitoe
1998:224).

Marc Stevenson (1998,1997,1996), an anthropologist continues to characterize the
dominant societies use of TEK as misappropriation and cornmodification.

'Traditional Knowledge (X)has been and continues to be
misappropriated and commodified by environmental managers and other
practitioners of the westem scientific tradition The most cornmon
practice is to take specific elements of TK that are of interest to the
conservation bureaucracy out of context and then insert them into the
dominant fiarnework of western scientific knowledge. This procedure
almost always entails sanitking and rendering TK into a f o m that is
palatable, recognizable and useable to the dominant culture. ... The effort
to texhialize TK typically involves translating those elements of TK
deemed useable, Le., rationale, by the dominant ideology into a language

and framework that it then can appropriate and use for its own purposes.
Text, and other Iiterate transformations, such as GIS (Geographical
Information Systems), rather than the holden of TK then become the
authoritative source or reference. In the process, holders of TK are
systemically excluded from decision-making, and lose ownership and
control over the use and application of this knowledge" (Stevenson
1998:4-5).

Stevenson suggests that we need to think of Traditional Knowledge "not as a commodity,
but as a process, to be developed and numired differently in each context" (1998: 10).

For many researchers this is a new way of thinking about TEK, for many Aboriginal
Peoples it is critical to end the mis-representation, appropriation and exploitation of

Indigenous Knowledge.

In the recent past, a number of researchers have written about the importance of
conducting research in a context that is relevant to Aboriginal Peoples and serves to
advance their interests (Simpson and Dnben 1997, Hoare et al. 1993; Kurelek 1992, StDenis 1992, Ryan and Robinson 1990, Castellano 1986). A growing number of
researchen are explonng the idea of using Abonginal paradigms, methodologies and
methods in research they conduct with Aboriginal Peoples (Simpson In Press, Graveline
1998, Kawagley 1995, Kinew 1995, Martin-Hill 1995, Colorado 1988). In this case,
researchers are not developing new paradigms and methodologies; they are simply
acknowledging the existence and validity of knowledge creation and transmission in
Indigenous Knowledge systems.
Aboriginal Peoples learn about themselves and their environment through
expenences; detailed observations over long pends of time, passed down through
generations by the Oral Tradition; experimentation and active investigation. Much of
Aboriginal Knowledge however, is derived fkom the spirit-world The stories of
Anishinaabe story-teller Maude Kegg, in Portage Lake: Mernories of an Ojzbwe
Childhood (Kegg and Nichols 1992) show how spiritually derived knowledge is fully

integrated into the consciousness of Anishinaabe People and conternporary Aboriginal
people who follow traditional ways. "Spiritual knowledge" or in the world of many
Aboriginal Elders, "Power7', forms both the foundation of knowledge and knowledge
itself. It is at once context, content and process.

Scientists have found the spirihial nature of Indigenous Knowledge diffxcult to
understand Many researchers simply do not accept the reliability or validity of
spiritually derived knowledge. Those who do, fmd it difficult to %se" or include
knowledge deriveci fiom the spirit world in their studies (Wolfe et al. 1992). Social
scientists often focus on "collecting", "gathering" or "documenting" non-spiritual
knowledge. Even when using pst-positivist research paradigms, spiritual knowledge is
not often acknowledged and treated as the foundation of hdigenous Knowledge. In
Aboriginal paradigms, knowledge ftom the spirit-world is taken seriously, as an integral
component of knowledge and the processes of coming to know (Graveline 1998, MartinHill 1995, Beck et al. 1990).
Although my work in the cornmunity demanded at times that 1 employ social
science methods to meet some of the objectives of the community, îhese tasks formed a
small part of my experience, and are not the focus of this dissertation. This study
operates £tom an Anishuiaabe paradigm14, based on traditional principles. As the
researcher, 1am fundarnentally a learner or student, and my teachers were the community

experts and Elders.
The book The Sacred: Wqs of Knowledge, Sources of Life, first published in
1977 by the Navajo Community College, discusses in a comprehensive manner

Indigenous world views, and the concepts and practica of Indigenous Knowledge
systems. The authors outline story telling, Song, dance, prayer, ceremony and experience

14

It is not my purpose here to articulate an Anishinaabe paradigm. To understand Anishinaabe
perspectives see the fouowing Anishinaabe Eiders' discussion of the topic: Kinew 1998; Raven et al,
1998; LongcIaws 1996, 2994; Raven and Prince 1996; Kegg and Nichob 1992; Benton-Banai 1988.
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as methods Indigenous Peoples use to leam sacred knowledge (Beck et al. 1990). Pam
Colorado, a member of the Oneida Nation, re-introduced the idea that Indigenous Peoples,
have science or a way of coming to know into academic literature in the education field.
She also outlined the rnethods of Indigenous science which included talking with Elders,
payer, fasting and ceremony (Colorado 1988, Colorado and Collins 1987). Nearly ten
years later, Greg Cajete, a Tewa (In Press), Fyre Jean Graveline, a Metis (1998), and
myself (Simpson In Press) recognized experiential learning, ceremony, and story telling as
key elements of Indigenous teaching and ~earnin~'~.
Simpson (In Press) and Cajete (In

Press) also recognized dreaming, and apprenticeship or tutoring as methods. Other ways
Aboriginal Peoples transmit their knowledge include making clothes (Oakes 1997), artistic
endeavours and several other well-developed processes16.
Although a few Aboriginal acadernics are re-introducing traditional Indigenous
ways of teaching and learning and revitalking traditional pedagogies(Cajete In Press;
Simpson In Press, Graveline 1998), few have used these methods of leaming as research
methods. Dawn Martin-Hill, a Mohawk women, did use dreaming and ceremony as
methods in her dissertation research with the Lubicon Cree people, entitled Lubicon Lake

15

Leaming in Anishinaabe society and other AboriginaI cultures is a [Xe-iong experience. The reiatively
short time fiame of many acadernic endeavours would make it impossible to leam using these methods.
These methods are ways that 1 have used to learn more about my culture and L wiiI continue to do so.
This work represents a snap-shot of those experiences.
16
Other processes of knowledge transmission may incIude singing, dancing, carving, and birch bark scrolls.
These differ among Aboriginal cultures. Al1 of these authors - Colorado 1988, Beck et al. 1990, Graveiine
1998, Cajete In Press, and Simpson In Press, cIearIy state that they did not invent or develop these
methods - they are ancient methods Indigenous PeopIes used for thousands of years. They are also not the
only ways hdigenous Peoples taught or learned. Roles and Responsibilities were ofien taughî by the
processes of naming and Iearning Clan affiliation, There were and are many other important processes. In
many cases, these methods of coming to know were given to Indigenous Peoples as giAs fiom the spiritworld. Humans did not find or develop these processes, the processes Îotiïid us. These authors have
simpiy re-introduced these long standing principles into the dominant society.
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Nation: The Spirit of Resistance (Martin-Hill 1995). Perhaps more importantly than the

researchen' use of these methods is the fact that they have been used by Indigenous
Peoples for thousands of years as ways of coming to know about themselves, the world

around them and other beings (Brody 1981, Hallowell 1955). The Anishinaabe methods
of inquiry 1have used as research methods in this di~sertation'~
include; Anishinaabe
collab~ration'~,
apprenticeship with Elders and cornmunity experts, learning-by-doing,
ceremony, drearning, story telling and self reflection.

Anishinaa be "Methods"

Working Together: The Anishinaabe Way

In the past, the Anishinaabe of Manitoba and Ontario followed a way of life that
was in concert with the cycling of the seasons, spending the winter time in family hunting

grounds, and corning together at common camping spots in the summer to fish, gather,
hunt and to govern (Holzkamm et al. 1998, Dnben and Simpson 1996, Kinew 1995,

Ikiien 1993, Hallowell 1992). When needed, leaders and councils would emerge to make
decisions and then disband when the conflict or issue was resolved. It is in this way that
important decisions were made. The nature of this decision making method ensured that
particular band experts were selected, based on the nature of the issue at hand and

17

There exists overlap and inter-relationship between these methods. For instance the Elders would teach
me concepts by teiiing me stories. 1 would ask Elders for help interpreting dreams. Learnhg-by-doing
meant pdcipating in and experiencing ceremonies, stocy-tehg, dreams and self-refiection.
1s
This is not to be confiised with post-positivist collaborative research.
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included in the decision making process. The Clan System employed in Manitoba and
along the south shore of Lake Superior operated on a sirnilar basis:

"While the clan was represented at the central fire it was not always
represented by the same person. In fact, who was there was dependent
upon the decision to be made. If it had to do with the assessrnent of the
resources of the immediate temtory, the clans would send their best
hunters and medicine people to discuss the issue at hand...If it was a
decision that related to contact with another band, warriors [meaning
protectors of the peopleland statesmen would be sent to discuss the
matter...the central fire was not always a static body politic that convened
at regular intervals and attempted to answer al1 the questions of the
community. Rather, it was leadership appointed by experience and
representation and convened at those times that decisions would have to
be madey7(Clarkson et UL 1 992).

Although the First Nation cornrnunity 1worked with operates under an Indian Act
type g o v e ~ e n t ' gearly
,
in my research a group fomed to deal with environmental
issues the community was fachgo. There was a core group of five members that I met
with monthly throughout the work, although membership in the group varied depending

upon the issue at hand. This group also directed my research and other work with the
community. They were responsible for introducing me to Elders and other community
experts. They organized several trips into the traditional homeland of the First Nation
and they organized several ceremonies. They were my Anishinaabe teachers. 1held them
in a position of power, and our relationship was characterized by respect, fiiendship and

19

This type of govemment consists of an etected Chief and Councit based on the population o f the
community and has been imposed on First Nation communities by the Federal Govenunent through the
Indiart Act. Some communities have resisted, maintainhg traditional forms o f goverment.
20
1 refer to this group as the "environmental issues groupn throughout the dissertation.
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open-ness. Al1 the members of this group were involved in various activities surrounding
traditional ways of community healing. We al1 shared a traditionaï belief system and were
at various stages in the process of reclaiming our cultural traditions. It was these
individuals who I spent the most time with, in sharing circles, speaking about our dreams,
camping, hunting, fïshing, participating in ceremonies, story telling, leaming by doing and
working on various community projects.

The Elders

"We are grateful to o u Elders, our grandrnothers and grandfathers for
their generosity and kindliness in sharing with us their wisdom and
knowledge. We are grateful for the example they set for us as keepea of
the culture and traditions and values of our people. The sî~ength,courage
and dignity that they exempli@ are a constant source of inspiration. Their
continued cornmitment to the survival of our Ianguages, their concerns
about the environmental and the healing of our people is important to the
future of Our people. Our leaders, our young people and those yet unborn
must have access to this knowledge and wisdom if we are to survive as
strong and healthy cornmunities" (Fox 1996:182).

It has Long been recognked by both Aboriginal Peoples (Graveline 1998,
Armstrong 1995, LaDuke 1994b,Martin-Hill 1995, Medicine 1987, Couture 1991,
Colorado 1988) and social scientists (Oakes and Riewe 1997, Stiegelbauer 1996,

Cruikshank 1990,Knudston and Suzuki 1992) that the contemporary re-emergence of
Elders is crucial to understanding Aboriginal wayS.
Social scientists have recognized Elders as the historians or keepers of a particular
Aboriginal world view, holding the knowledge of the culture's spirituality and social
structure. They view the Eiders as the historians, philosophers, leaders and teachers of
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the community (Oakes and Riewe 1997, Cmikshank 1990, Knudston and Suzuki 1992).
These researchers often use Elders as consultants in land use studies, oral history
research, and ethnographie studies.
Aboriginal Peoples also consult their Elden. In both historic and contemporary
times, when rnembers of a particular Abonginal Nation wished to seek out specialized
knowledge fkom an experi, they would typically seek out an Elder, offer tobacco and
commence an apprenticeship with the Elders as teachers (Colorado 1988). Today, Elders
are sought out by younger Aboriginals who are trying to leam and revitalize traditional
ways, and are seeking advice about specific issues the community may face or to engage
in a dialogue between the traditions of the dominant society and Aboriginal societies
(Graveline 1998, Couîure 1991). Graveline explains further

"Elders' advice is still regularly sought in coping with the dilemrnas facing
us. People corne to ask Elders for advice because they c m usually fmd an
appropriate narrative or Song to broaden the fkunework for thinking about
a question, both when trying to explain some past decision and when
encountering ideas new to us" (Graveline 1998:63-64).

Couture also states:

"Elders posses keys to a classical journey of human and earth ecological
transformation. In this era, they are being called upon to reinterpret and to
apply the Tradition, The Story, in a new way" (Couture 199250).

Therefore, developing a relationship with one or more Eldee is essential to l e m anything
about Indigenous Knowledge. Sirnply put, the Elders are the source and the teachen of

the North American intellectual tradition (Final Report Royal Commission on Aboriginal
Peoples, Volume l996(2)).
1 was directed to the Elders of the community by the Chief and Council and again

by the environmental issues group. 1visited a number of Elders over an eight month
period, fiom June 1998 to February 1999. The members of the environmental issues
group generated the list of Elders, and one community member took me around to their
homes to introduce me. 1 arranged times to corne back and visit with them, and 1
generally retumed a number of t h e s to each Elder. Initial visits focused on establishing a
relationship. As Pam Colorado explained:

"The visit is an essential ingredient of Native scientific methodology. The
visit includes introductions, establishing the relationship between the Elder
and the younger person (Who is your clan? Who is your farnily? What is
your hdian name?) socializing includhg humour, and finally raising the
purpose of the visit Tbrough visits a contract is established. Often the
contracting process requires several visits, the apprentice will do chores
around the Elder's home, listening attentively and follow direction about
mundane activities. Through this process, trust is established and a
genuine interest in the welfare of the Elder is promoted. This is important
- the Elder is about to share knowledge that is powefil, sacral, and ofien
of a persona1 nature - the recipient must be prepared" (Colorado 198857).
During the initial visits, 1offered the Elder tobacco and a smali gift. Ifshe or he accepted
the tobacco, 1explained who 1 was and what 1was doing or what 1wanted to know. To
show the Elders that 1respected them, 1 was careful to leave my academic skills in

Winnipeg and 1attempted to follow the cultural protocol for interacting with Elders that
others had taught me. 1 did not intermpt the Elders when they were speaking. 1did not
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ask questions. I tried to be patient and wait for answers to corne. I listened and I
observed.
My relationship with Elders emerged on two levels. On one hand, 1 was

documenting ethnographic i n t e ~ e w for
s the community on the importance of a specific
area in their homeland. Consuking with Elders for these purposes is well documented
(Oakes and Riewe 1997, Martin-Hill 1995, Cruikshank 1990, Medicine 1987). On the
other hand, 1was trying to understand the importance of this place within an Anishinaabe
context 1 was a student and 1wanted to leam from the Elders in the ways that they
chose to teach me. They saw me as a young Anishinaabe women who was interested in
leaming more about my own culture and generally how to be a good Anishinaabe woman
1was not looking to the Elders or to the community for my own cultural identity. Nor

was my primary purpose reclamation, but 1was not willing to remove myself from the
process either. At times I was the social scientist, witing down what the Elder said as
instructed by the Elder for the purposes of the community. During these times, 1 asked
them questions to ensure that what 1was writing down was accurate. We were both fully
aware of the restrictions this endeavour placed on our relationship (Couture 1991). At
other times, with certain Elders, and my recording devices tucked away, 1 was simply a
young person leaming about life. Graveline explains this point M e r :

"Ln cultures in which experience is particularly valued, Elders are expected
to pass their knowledge on to younger people by both word and example.
This special regard for Elders as teachers, historians and sources of
authority undedies ethnographic accounts by "outsiders" (Cruikshank
1990), as well as contemporary discussions by 'insiders' - Aboriginal
people concerned with incorporating Traditional values into present day

life (Armstrong 1987; Medicine Eagle 1992; Buffalo 1990)" (Graveline
1998:63-64).

The persona1 nature of these relationships is paramount and was shaped by traditional
Anishinaabe holism and personalism (Couture 199 1). 1grew not only in my cognative
knowledge about their homeland and the community, but also in spiritual, emotional and
mental ways. As in al1 relationships, my interactions with Elden were inevitably shaped
by who I am. Graveline (1998) sumarizes my experiences with the Elders:

"‘Eiders Teach:
Immanence...Respect for al1 iife formç.
Balance.. .Our Traditional "scientific" tmth
Interconnectedness...Our spiritual truth.
Self-In-Relation...Our identity statement.
We learn by Doing-Xeremony...Stories of our Ancestors.
Elders Say we Know, that is, we leam
Through direct experience...Obsewation
Face-to-face with the event.. .person...life force
We experience this Essence.
We learn what we Need to Know
What we Each need to know
What we are Open to...depending on Our life path" (Graveline 199850).
Community Experts
Elders often direct leamers to other community resource people. These people
Ofkn include Elders

from other cornrnunities, younger traditional community members,

community leaders, fishers, hunters, trappers, youth, and spiritual leaders. During the
initial stages of the comrnunity research project, a band councilor in the community in
which 1 was working, who is also an Elder asked me, "Will you go to the fishennen
[fishen], the hunters, the medicine people? Wi11 you go to the ones who know? Will
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you ask the women?", suggesting that 1 needed to wnsult a variety of experts to generate

a clear picture of the research problem.
I was directed to a number of community experts by the Elders and the members
of the environmental issues group. Cornrnunity experts that emerged during this research
included hunters, trappers, fishers, youth and children who were experts in a specific area
of knowledge. 1usually visited with these people over a short period of time, but they
greatly contributed to my understanding of the diversity of perspectives ernbodied in the
community.

Learning-By-Doing

In pre-colonial tirnes, the process of leaming for Aboriginal young people was
very different From educational systems found in western societies. In Aboriginal
societies, there were no formai schools. Rather, leamhg was cunsidered a life-long
process embodied in the individual and embedded in the principles of immanence and
ceremony; mental, spiritual, physical and emotional participation; Self-In-Relation
(Graveline 1998); retlection; and sharing. The process of le-ng

was centred in the

individual, was concemed with the mental, spiritual, physical and emotional being and
was rooted in persona1 experience.

'7, the Traditional worldview, high value is placed on communal or
family responsibility, particularly the obligation to educate children in a
holistic way. The Traditional way encompassed al1 aspects of the
person's life., In-Relation to the world around ber or him ...Traditionally,
no special educational institutions existed. Everyday lived experience and

the sacred, as manifested within the social group as a whole, was the
"school" of our Ancestors" (Graveline I998:60-6 1).

The Final Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples describes Aboriginal
educational traditions in the following way:

'In [the] Aboriginal educational tradition, the individual is viewed as a
whole person with intellechial, spiritual, ernotional and physical
dimensions. Each of these aspects rnust be addresseci in the leamhg
process. Holistic education is the texm used to describe the kind of
education traditionally used by Abonginal peoples. Such eciucation is
organized to develop all aspects of the individual" (Final Report of the
Royal Commission Aboriginal Peoples l996(5):3O).

Experience is a fiutdamental principle of Anishinaabe learning processes (cf: Cajete in
Press). This makes sense, laiowledge from an Anishinaabe perspective originates in the
spiritual realm and control over the dissemination of that laiowledge is largely in the
hands of other-than-human beings. Unlike western pedagogies, children, spiritual entities,

plants and animals are also teachers. Raven et al. (1998) from Hollow Water First

Nation, writing about Traditional Ways of Healing From Addictions describes the role
plants and anirnals play in teaching:

'Tlants are teaching tools. They tell us when and where they grow, where
and how they multiply and they anchor soil, provide food for other
animals and often grow in harmony, prefeming the Company of some
plants while remaining distant or even inhibithg the growth of others.
Some elders descnbe 'the culture of plants,' their habits and distinct
locations, their patterns and changes according to the seasons and climate
and nutrients. They have g&s and lessons of caring and sharing. We
could not survive without them. The plants that animais eat are a d u e for
food and medicines, that show we learned of them in the f i s t place - by

watching what the anhals used to heal themselves. Animals are teachers
for us too. Plants and animals teach us respect, caring and sharing for our
environment. Grass represents compassion because although we trample
it down or walk on it or cut it, it continues to grow and flourish and
provide a refuge. Our spirits are that way too. And so we are indeed
comected to al1 living things. By watching how they produce and
reproduce, by respecting what is around us and the life within it, we Ieam
lessons for ourselves" (Raven et al. 1998:1 1-12).

Human teachers which may include relatives, children, Elders or spiritual leaders, function

in western terrns less as absolute dissemhators of knowledge and more as facilitators in
the leaming process.

'Their [the Elders] counseling and teaching focus on leaming from one's
experience. Thus, through respectfûl and patient observation, evidence of
remarkable, incisive intellect, of tested wisdom, of sharp and
comprehensive ability, allied with excellent memory recall, and of welldeveloped discursive ability, is eventually perceived" (Couture 1996:47).

To a large part, this type of learning is still practised amongst those people who
practice a traditional way of life in Aboriginal communities. Although children are
required by the state to attend schools, learning-by doing is used to teach young people
Anishinaabe life-ways. Learning by doing remains an important process in the
transmission of Anishinaabe Knowledge fiom one generation to another, and fiom one
person to another (Simpson in Press, Graveline 1998, Couture 199 1).
Within in this study, learning by doing was a central mahod chosen by the Elders
and community experts to teach me. For me, it meant partïcipating, expenencing and
reflecting in a number of activities in spiritual, emotional, physical and mental
dimensions. 1went on hunting îrips, out to fish nets and to check traps. 1 traveled old
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canoe routes. 1visited sacred sites and participated in sweat lodges and shaking tent
ceremonies. 1 camped on the land a number of times with community rnembers, and
observed healing and sentencing circtes. 1 participated in a number ofsmudging
ceremonies and sharing circles. 1 was also asked to share rny dreams and visions.
Anishinaabe People teach by doing (Couture 1991); if researchers don? "do" they cannot
leam fiom the people.

Story Telling

Story telling remains an effective means of teaching and leaming in Indigenous
communities (Cajete In Press, Buffalo 1990). Julie Cruikshank outlines the importance of
acknowledging cultural processes as a basis for understanding Aboriginal world views and
states the importance of paying close attention to the wny Elders teach us. One of the
many ways practitioners of the Oral Tradition transfer knowledge is through traditional
story telling.

'By looking at the ways people use the traditional dimension of culture as
a resource to talk about the past, we may be able to see life history as
contibuting to explanations of cuIturaI process rather than as simply
illustrating or supplementing ethnographie descriptions" ( C ~ k s h a n k
1990:2).

The recording and interpretation of traditional stories by Anishinaabe People is
increasingly ernpioyed to help Anishinaabe children and outsiders understand and
appreciate the Anishinaabe principles and values (Eigenbrod and O'Meara 1997, Kinew
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1997, Smith 1995, Wolfe et al. 1992, Kegg and Nichols 1991, BuEalo 1990, Benton-Banai
1988, Hallowell 1955). Sylvia O'Meara, an Anishinaabe from Cape Crocker, Ontario,
explains:

"Stories remain a key cornponent of passing on knowledge and expressing
an Anishinaabe world view; cornmunity history, treaty nghts, land
surrender, gender roles, the old ways, they were al1 taught to me by my
Leaders through traditional stones" (Eigenbrod and 07Meara1997).

Traditionai stories provide us with a lem to see the past and with a context to interpret
that experience. It is therefore vital to be aware of the cultural ‘"rides" regulating the Oral
Tradition and which must becorne practiced in interpreting the information the stories
generate. Cruikshank explains:

"1 aiways brought questions to Our sessions...about childhood experiences,

about seclusion, about marriage and childbirth... the wornen would give
bnef answers to my direct inquiries and then suggest that I write down a
particular story they wanted to tell me. Usually such stones involved a
bewildering series of characters and events, but with practice 1 leamed to
follow the complex plots and to understand that when women told me
stories they were actually using them to explain some aspect of their lives
to me" (Cruikshank 1990: 15).

The Anishinaabe People distinguish between two different types of stories, the
~abatacamowinwhich include anecdotes or stories, narratives that include exceptional

experiences and the at iso 'kanak - the sacred s t o h - "ourGrandfathers" (Smith 1995,
Hallowell 1960). Over the course of my work with the community I heard both types of
stories.

Dreaming
Dreaming and visioning are ofien the way knowledge is transmitted nom the
spiritual world to humans. Anthropologists who write about the Anishinaabe Say that
the Anishinaabe People believe the physical and dreamed world are one @nien et al.
1 997, Smith 1995, Hallowell 1955), or are equally "real". Dreaming is taken very
seriously and is a prirnary way of obtaining knowledge from other-than-human entities.

"In other words, the Anishinaabe experience of the world, whether awake
or in dream, is an experience of a world controlled by the actions of
persons, human and othenvise. The levers and directions are not
''mimated" or "anthromorphized" by humans who, in a purely cognitive
exercise, posit souls and spirits and ascribe them to things in the wodd.
Rather, the cosmos is experienced as a place literdly crowded with
'people"' (Smith 1995:49).

Garry Raven, an Anishinaabe sweat lodge leader from Hollow Water First Nation
explains:
'Dreams
Remember your drearns
They tell you what you need to do
Ask elders what your drearns mean
You will l e m more about
Choices
Meaning in Yow Life
The Contributions you should make "
(Raven and Prince I996:53j.
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During my work in the community, dreams were repeatedly shared, interpreted and used
to make decisions about my work Tobasonakwut Kinew, also an Anishinaabe Elder
confirms Raven's teaching:

"It's calied 'ando pawachige n', which means 'seek your drearn,
live your drearn, understand your drearn, and move forward with your
dream'. That determines how I've lived all my life, and how my parents
lived It points to the fact that when I go into the forest, often 1realize 1
have been here before, although I know full well that I have never before
set foot in this particular piece of land. This particular piece of forest
rerninds me of a difEerent time. When I go to sleep at night, 1 may have a
situation that I cannot comprehend. 1make offerhgs, and invariably the
choices 1 have to make to resolve the problem become clear. m a t is how 1
have lived my life" (Kinew 1998:34).

Ceremonies
"Because of the basic açsurnption of the wholeness or unity of the
universe, our natural and necessary relationship to al1 life is evident; al1
phenomena we witness within or "outside" ourselves are, like us,
intelligent manifestations of the intelligent universe fiom which they arise,
as do al1 things of the earth and the cosmos beyond" (Gunn-Allen
1992:61).

Shce Indigenous Knowledge is spiritual in nature, many Indigenous Peoples rely
on the ceremonies passed d o m to them from their Ancestors as sources of knowledge,

guidance and support. Different ceremonies are used in different communities and in
different cultures by those who consider themselves Traditional people. Ceremonies
when perfomed properly by îrained spiritual leaders, can be a medium from which
beings fiom the spiritual realm may communicate with humans. Some Aboriginal
researchen who seek to understand Indigenous Knowledge use ceremonies as a source of
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knowledge (Martin-Hill 1995). However, the sacredness of these ceremonies prevents
Aboriginal researchers fiom wnting about these experiences in too much detail. Academe
remains especially suspicious of knowledge gained through dreams and ceremonies (Wolfe
et al. 1992).

1 participated in a nurnber of different ceremonies over the course of the research.

Different ceremonies were used to heal, to cleanse, to seek knowledge, to give insight into
the future, and to rnake decisions about this research.

Self-Knowledge
"The goal of al1 such basic education was founded on ~el~knowledge,
on
"seeking life" through understanding the creative process of living, on
sensitivity to and awareness of the natural world, on knowledge of one's
role and responsibility in the social order, and on receptivity to the
spiritual essence of the world" (Cajete In Press: 101).

As the above quote indicates, the goal of Indigenous teaching methods was ultimately to
l e m more about one's self, and one's role in the cosmos. The process was learner
centred, highly contextualize and highly personal. Graveline (1998) also recognizes this
aspect, using the terni Self-In-Relation and acknowledges that this is a s h e d belief
amongst many Abonginal Peoples.

"The knowledge that each person is responsible for his or her actions InRelation to the larger community is a fundamental shared belief. ... We are
able to see ourselves and our immanent value as related to and
intercomected with othen - farnily, community, the world, those behind
and those yet to corne" (Graveline 199858).

Relating ourselves and our knowledge to the world around us foms the bais of our
responsibility. In this work, 1 have chosen to focus on what 1 personally learned about

TEK and Indigenous Knowledge learned through an Anishinaabe learning experience.
This seems the appropriate outcome of using such a rnethodology given that:

"In the end the child is alone - that is, the child wiil have to make his or her
own decisions, decisions that wÏll effect the cornmunity and the nahiral
world. Therefore persona1 awareness is at the heart of responsibility: to
be aware of what is going on around you and what life holds in store for
you - al1 of life's possibilities throughout your life to old age" (Beck et al.
lWO:62).

CHAPTER FOUR. ISSUES, INSIGHTS, AND IMPLICATIONS
The purpose of this Chapter is to use my own persona1 expenences and
perspectives, in addition to the body of literature regarding TEK, to demonstrate how
Traditional Ecological Knowledge is constructed by Euro-Canadian researchers. In order
to accomplish this, 1will investigate the implications of textualking Indigenous
Knowledge; examine how sharing documented Aboriginal Knowledge increases the
chances of marginalization and appropriation; and show how this leads to continued
disillusion in Aboriginal cornmunities.
Personal Respomibiiity and Awareness, 1 investigate the role
In the s e c t i o ~
Anishinaabe teachings about individual awareness and personal responsibility played in
this research. In the section Manufcturing Traditional Ecological Knowledge, 1 discuss
how western society consmicts TEK as a concept for its own use, while marginalking
the spiritual bais of Indigenous Knowledge. In the section entitled, The Textualkation of
Indigenous Knowledge, 1 explore the process of textualizing and translating oral
knowledge. Sharing Knowledge in a Hostile Environment speaks to the risks TEK
holders face in sharing literate forms of their knowledge with the dominant society. The
Marginalizaf ion, Appropriation and Continued Disillusion section discusses how this
documented knowledge is used by the dominant society and the impacts of mis-use on
Aboriginal comrnunities in Canada As previously mentioned, the italicized text forms a
commentary or narrative that conveys my own personal insights. This "nanative within

a narrative" is intenvoven with the formal text of this chapter.

Persona1 Responsibility and Awareness

Many Aboriginal People acknowledge îhat with the acquisition of knowledge

cornes responsibility (Fitznor 1998, Kinew 1998, Beck et al. 1990). This section focuses

on these teachings and the impact they had on this research.
When I iniizuh) met the communiîy members that would become my mentors. I
asked them to teuch me about the land and the environmeni ming fheir own Anishinuube

wqs. They agreed, and fhey immediate&planned to take me out into the bwh We
continued spendzng tirne on the Zand tluoughout my work because being out on the land
doing ceremmies. drearning and speaking with Efderswere the rnethodr they ured to
teach me. These meihods were &ir methods. So my learning was as a whole person

-

spiritual&,physically. mental& und emotionally, and this wus accomplished not by "telhg
me", bu1 by showing me and Zeading me to experiences.

In returnfor the gijis of knowledge they shared with me. I shared rny academic
skills with them, researching and writing as requested by the communiîy. Part ofthis
work znvoIved interviewing a number of Elders in open-ended interviews and transcribing
the interviewsfor the communiîy. This experience as well as my professional work, placed
me Ni the enviromentaI$eld us First Nations interact with if, ancl in the emergingfeld of

TEK. These two diverse groups of erperiencesprovided me with insigh irtlo thefield of

TEK, and it is these insights that are thefocal point of this Chaprer.

The methodology, as dismsed in Chapter Three had a profound impact on this
stu4y. The methods I wed were Indigenom methoh of inquiry These methods are
lndigenous Kmwledge. and it was not mtil I realized tltat Indigenom Knowledge is a
creative process. that 1 came to understand this. Because of the nature of Anishimbe
Knowledge. AAnhinuabe ways of knowing generate "resulls" of a d~xerentKind i%ey do
not necessarily generate columnî of numbers suitable for statistical aruzZysis. nor do they
necessmily generate documents cont~iningliterate versions of comunify know[edge. For
the Anishinoabe. knowledge is a gft, and wifh it cornes a responsibility to use thut
knowledge in an appropriate manner. M y "results" are then personal and my
contribution to change cornesfrom within
Workingfrornan Indigenom paradigm I was no longerjust looking out. I was
also looking in. Imtead offocusing my attention on the "Olhers ", or on writing down the
g$s of knowledge peopk lurd shmed wzth me*Ifound myseIffocusing on my inner

environment. F m an Anishinoabe perspecfNo. whut is inside of you is as an importunt
part of 'èmironrnent '* as what surrounds you. M y experiences in the cornrnmzty becme
a catalyst to examine the assumptiom, biases, privileges, aimi intellectual idem Nt thefield
of TEK lutead of studying Anishinoabe People or men TEK, 1found myse[fsuCj,ing

how the dominant society comtmcts and uses TEK. and the role Iplay as a researcher in
cornmuniries. It seemed fo me worthwhzle to share these imights with the academic world
These imights represent my understanding, as an Aboriginal researcher and they are not
necessari& ideas other Aboriginal Peoples shme. They represent a snap shor of my own
perspective, one huth arnongst many. Mjpurpose therefore is not to criricizeprojects

Aboriginal communities and their allies have undertaken, because I believe that each
communiîy hos wilhin it the experts on fheir own Iives and situations. My purpose is

si+

zo shore my story.

Tobasonakwut Kinew, an Anishinaabe Elder shares his thoughts and teachings on
the complexity of this reflexivity:

"Since 1was bom I've thought I must understand the sacred
landscape within me so that 1can function in whatever society I
live in......what this land is al1 about includes far more than the land
that we see. There is also a teaching that the four layers of the
sQ, the four layes of creation refers to the four major stages of
the thinking process. The Creator came through 'pagonegiizhik',
the hole in the sky, and arrived on earth with such a tremendous
impact, going down four layers. The bear camed the 'miigis7
(shell) four years till he brought it to the surface. That refers to the
four major things that happen to us in our subconsciousness. So in
dream interpretation, the interpretation of the stories, of teaching
that are given to use, then we m u t take into consideration eight
levels of consciousness. At certain points, your dream fits into a
certain category, If it's strictly a thinking process, if its an
intuitive process, then you have to figure out where it fits. 1am
essentially talking about the sacred landscape within us7' (Kinew
1998:34-35).

Euro-Canadian society seems ro be obsessed with informution, constuntly in
pursuit of new knowledge, ussming thot we can and need to know everything
about the universe. Ir seemsfunny to me now, we supposedly know so much about
the universe while knowing so lit~leabout ourselves. me m e 'paradigmshijt ' in
this resenrch wasfiom erternalism to intentolism

Laara Fitznor, a Cree scholar gives an example of this concept in Aboriginal
thought:

"Forexample Bruce Elijah, an Oneida, and an elder and a spiritual
teacher with whom 1have had the honour of working in a teaching
team, says that the notion of taking personal responsibility for
one's "imer environment" is an essential requirement of worlàng
within the greater whole. This concept comects with being
responsible in a reciprocal way. He says that each individual must
fust leam to Iive life from within a healthy environment in mind,
body, spirit before s/he c m understand fully the responsibility of
the whole where conscious learning, releaming and healing, both for
the person and for the community, takes place in mind, body and
spirit. For Bruce Elijah, individual responsibility means living the
teachings, even as we grow in understanding them, and even as
they are reflected back to us. This is one of the keys to living fully
in an Aboriginal world: me-yoy we give and we take what we c m
with what we know and we work with it in an intercomected way
for the healing of our outer environment" (Fitmor l998:29).

The sacred landscape within is as much a part of the "environment as the sacred
"

landscape outside of m. Wirh a change infocusfiom JW the ozilside. to one that
inchded a balance of borh the externa1 and the internai, c m the importance of
personal awareness and responsibiliry.

"ThePeople pndigenous Peoples] often make distinctions between
learning or becoming Imowledgeable, and knowing too much or
being exposed to knowledge when one is not yet ready.
Knowledge about one's sacred ways, about mords and ethics, and
about the boundaries of one's world, are taught to the child by
those who know when to teach the child...p e r s o d awareness is at
the heart of responsibility: to be aware of what is going on around

us and what life holds in store for us - al1 of life possibilities
throughout li fe to OId Age" (Beck et al. 1 990:62).

T%isimportance ofpersonal awareness and responsibility was reluted to me by one of the
Elders with whom I closely worked A group ofpeoplefiorn diverse backgrounds had
gone out onto an islandfor a series of meetings and ceremonies held over three dqs. The
purpose of the meetings were to plan sorne uctiom on several immediate environmental
issues in the area We compZeted the meetings, sweutlodges and thejisakaad' cerernony
to access knowledgefiom the spirit world. At the end of the three days we gafheredfor a
sharing circle. As we went around the circle?the Ekier asked us to each s h r e what we

were guing to do wiflzthe things we had Zearned over the three d q s . It was the
responsibility of each individual tofigure out how s/he couldpersonaIZy contribute to the
overall goals of the group given what dhe hadpersonally Zearned over the weekend. Our
focus was on ourselves, and our contributions. This was a slzurp contrast to other
meetings 1had attendeci UsualZy, at the end ofa meeting, there was a long list of ihings
the group had to accornpiish and these tasks were split up amongst the members. At the
base of the Anishinaabe approach was the acknowledgment that al/ the participants were
individuaIs?with diverse backgroudi who had experienced the weekend inpersonal and
d~ferentways. We were the experts on our own lives and couid best decide how to
contribute to the group. Utimately we had the respomibility to me our experiences in the
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Shaking Tent

way we &estsaw

fil.

UZtimtely 1have the responribili~of wing the teachings I have

received in my iijé wotk

Persona1 awareness, critique and challenge helps individuals realize their personal
responsibility. As a researcher, I have a responsibility to ensure those that have shared
their knowledge with me do not get hurt by my work (cf. Martin-Hill 1995). 1 also have a
responsibility to challenge my colleagues and fellow researchers to do the same.
As we near the end of the twentieth century, Abonginal Peoples are still without

real power within Canada. Cornrnunities still have little control over the lives of their
members, self-detemination and self-government largely remain models and theories, and

most Abonginal People occupy the lowest rung of Canadian society. Aboriginal Peoples
are still colonized, oppressed peoples. Govemrnents continue to undermine the rights,
knowledge and laws of Aboriginal Peoples. It is within this context that we must examine
how TEK and Indigenous Knowledge is constructed and used by the dominant society,
and the role of researchers in Aboriginal comrnunities.

The Manufacturing of Traditional Ecological Knowledge
The first stage inany intellechial manufachring process is definition. This

section focuses on how TEK is defined by Euro-Canadian researchers and by Aboriginal
People, and the implications of these hvo perspectives.

Tht.more ceremonies Iparticipate in, the more time 1spend in the bush with

EZders and the more Ianguage I learn, the harder if isfor me to relate to the concept
"TEK". No one in the community mer med the term, and no one ever directed me to the
previous projects researchers had dme donrmating the knowledge. AAnhinoobe
Knowledge contirmed to by used by cornmuMy members, while the TEK research w m a
tool they uredfor very specrficpurposes.

The term 'traditional ecological or environmental knowledge" and to some extent the
concept of TEK has been invented by non-Aboriginal academics and researchers
(Graveline 1998, Assembly of First Nations (AFN) and National Aboriginal Forestry
Association (NAFA) 1995, Luckey 1995). It is ofien described by non-Abonginals in a
way that mis-represents Abonginal laiowledge, that cornmodifies Aboriginal Knowledge

for consurnption by the rnainstream society and that appropnates the power and
responsibility that goes hand in hand with possessing knowledge. TEK is not an accurate
description of the knowledge that Aboriginal People have about the "environment" (AFN
and NAFA 1995), rather it is an accurate indication of what the dominant society sees as
valuable, reliabIe and usefiil, and this is reflected in rnainstream definîtions of TEK.
Although no singular definition of TEK has emerged in the literature, a a p l e of
popular non-Native definitions defme TEK as:

"'a body of knowledge built up by a group of people through generations

of living in close contact with nature. It includes a systems of
classification, a set of empirical observation about the local environment,

'The t e m "traditional ecological or environmental knowledge" and to some extent the
concept of TEK has been invented by non-Aboriginal academics and researchers
(Graveline 1998, Assembly of First Nations (MN) and National Abonginal Forestry
Association (NAFA) 1995, Luckey 1995). It is often descnbed by non-Aboriginals in a
way that mis-represents Abonginal laiowledge, that commodifies Abonginal Knowledge
for consumption by the mainstream society and that appropriates the power and
responsibility that goes hand in hand with possessing knowledge. TEK is not an accurate
description of the knowledge that Aboriginal People have about the "'environment" (AFN

and NAFA 1995), rather it is an accurate indication of what the dominant society sees as
valuable, reliable and useful, and this is reflected in mainstrearn d e f ~ t i of
o TEK
Although no singular definition of TEK has emerged in the literature, a sample of
popular non-Native definitions define TEK as:

" a body of knowledge built up by a group of people through generations
of living in close contact with nature. It includes a systems of
classification, a set of empirical observation about the local environment,
and a system of self-management that govems resource use" (Johnson
1992);
-. *

"a body of knowledge that represents a collective understanding attained
over a long period of tirne, in particular places, of the relationship between
a community and the Earth. TEK may encompass spiritual, cultural and
social aspects as well as substantive and procedural ecological knowledge.
TEK may also include customary d e s and laws, rooted in the values and
n o m s of the community to which it belongs7' (Doubleday 1993);

-

"is a cumulative body of knowledge and beliefs, handed down through
generations by cultural transmission, about the relationship of living beings
(including humans) with one another and with their environment. Futher,
TEK is an attribute of societies with historical continuity in resources use
practices; by and large, these non-industrial or less technologically
advanced societies, many of them indigenous or tribal" (Berkes 1993:3").

Most non-Native definitions seem to have components relating TEK to a cumulative
body of howledge attained over a long period of time by a group of people (Berkes
1993, Doubleday 1993, Lewis 1993, Johnson 1992). At Least one definition adds that
TEK parallels the scientific discipline of ecology (Inglis 1993), and a few mention that

TEK has a spiritual component (Grenier 1998, Doubleday 1993). It is particularly
interesting to note how sirnilar these definitions are to what outsiden consider to be
valuable in terms of Indigenous Knowledge. Posey and Dutfield in their book, Beyond
In/eZZectual Property R i g k Toward Traditional Resource Rightsfor Indigenour Peoples
and Local Communities, Iist the following as the kinds of howledge outsiders corne
looking for in Indigenous communities precisely because it is this type of knowledge that

is econornically valuablez3:

cc-laiowledgeof current use, previous use, or potential use of plant and
animal species, as well as soils and minerais;
-knowledge of preparation, processing, or storage of useful species;

P

Berkes (1993) writes that his definition is based on a review o f the cwrent Iiterature. See Berkes (1993)
and references therein.
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Posey and Duttield (1996) also note that "Traditional KnowIedge produces more than commercial
benefits for others. Academics and scientists rarely becorne rïch by recording traditional knowledge, yet
their academic careers may be enhanced considerably by doing such research in terms of improvements in
both their status and theu salaries" (1996:34).

-knowledge of formulations involving more than one ingredient;
howledge of individual species;
-knowledge of ecosystem conservation
-classification systems of knowledge, such as traditional plant taxonomies"
(Posey and Dutfield 1996:12).

Aboriginal People livedfor thousandr of years without the need to defne their
knowledge. It is onZy when Aboriginal Peoples are challenged by the d o m i ~ ncu(lw-e
t
that the need tu define merges. n e v e y simple act ofdefining ispart of the western
infeilectualtradition As soon as a new concept is developed. it is defined. in part, tu irnpZy
ownership or to acknowledge the source of the concept. A@r sorne debate, a version of
the original definition becornes f
d or a f 2 . In contrasî, mony Aboriginal cultures have
a plurality of imth rather than o singular objective ~ m î h
(see Sinclair 1994-27).
Plurality allowsfor a number of dflerent perspective tu be respected. and a strong ethic
for the respect of difference emerges. Oral traditions supporlplwality to a greater extent
than do Iiterate ones. Since the concepts of rbtowledge and huth dlffer in Aboriginal
societies, lirerate definition becornes thefirst step in cmtrolling what the ~ r Traditional
m
Environmental or Ecdogical Knowledge represents. We have to look at definition as a
very powerjkl part of any comhzccfion process.

Many non-Aboriginal authors write about the inappropnateness of the tenn

TEK, usually focusing on debates regarding the meaning of the word traditional and the

term ecological (see Berkes 1993). Most Aboriginal authors use de finition^^^ which are
broad in scope in cornparison, and they include responsibly, values, world view, Natural

Law and spirituality. Often authors (particularly Elders) do not adhere to the western
structure of a definition (Cooper 1997; Forbes 1997; Lyons 1997; Thorpe 1997;
Goodstriker 1996; Armstrong 1995; LaDuke l997,1994a, 1994b; Clarkson et al. 1992).
The Assernbly of First Nations ( A m ) and the National Aboriginal Forestry Association
(NAFA), state that:

"lndigeno us experts working in this area Dndigenous Knowledge] have
made it clear that they do not find any current extemal expressions or
definitions of Indigenous Knowledge to be appropriate. These are seen to
be either self-serving, or to exclude certain essential elements - particularly
those spiritual aspects which western scientists sometimes find difficult to
digest" (AFN and NAFA 1995: 1).

They continue to use the term "Indigenous Knowledgey'for the sake of discussion, but
outline four interlinked elements within Indigenous Knowledge systems:

"1. The creation myths and cosmologies which explain the origins of the

earth and its people.
2. Those codes of ritual and behaviour that govem peoples' relationships
with the earth.
3. The practices and seasonal patterns of resources utilization and
management, that have evolved as expression of these relationships.
4. The body of factual lmowledge that has accumulated in c o ~ e c t i o n
with
these practices" ( M N and NAFA 1995:S).

'%ken the current popularity of ïEK, some Eiders, translating words and concepts in their head, have
become very good at givhg researchers the kind of uiformation they need. As more and more Elders and
Aboriginal Peoples lem what the dominant society means by TEK, more and more wiii be able to tailor
their definitions to that concept. Some Eiders may define Indigenous KnowIedge in western te-, because
their expenences with outsiders has shown them that is what researchers want.

The AFN and NAFA also note that outsiders tend to focus on the last two components
of Indigenous Knowledge, rather than world view and ethical concems.

The Clayoquot Sound Scientific Panel (1995) also differentiates between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous perspectives on TEK in its exploration of First Nations'
Perspectives Refatingto Forest Practices Standards in Clayoquot Sound. In their
definition of TEK the Panel incorporates both Indigenous and non-Indigenous
perspectives in a list of thirteen different characteristics of TEK. They surnmarize the
Indigenous perspective as, "the Creator made al1 things one, al1 things are related and
interconnected, al1 things are sacred and must be respected, balance and harmony are
essential to al1 life forms" (Clayoquot Sound Scientific Panel 1995:15). This is
summarized by the Nuu-Chah-Nulth phrase hishuk ish ts 'uwdk. "everything is one".

The exploration of Indigenous perspectives of TEK cannot be summarized in a
few pages25. What we can leam from organizations Like the Assembly of First Nations,
the National Aboriginal Forestry Association (1995) and the Clayoquot Sound Scientific
Panel (1995) is that nonoNativedefinitions of TEK are rooted in western
conceptualizationand assumptions. Two of the inadequacieç of the mainstream TEK
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To fiilly understand the depth and complexity of Indigenous environmental perspectives consult the
following writings by Aboriginal experts: Ahenakew and WoIfart 1998; Crozier-Hogle and Wilson 1997;
Armstrong 1995; Churchill 1995; Coon Corne 1995; Hogan 1995; Kawagley 2995; Kegg and Nichols
1995; LaDuke 1995, 1994%1994b; Snake 1993; GUM-Men 1992; Armstrong 1992; Barnaby 1992;
Brascoupe 1992; Clarkson et al. 1992; Jacobs 1992; Potts 1992; Beck et al. 1992; Benton-Banai 1988
and Knudston and Suzuki (dthough these AboriginaI perspectives have been wrïtten by Knudston and
Suzuki in their own words) 1992.

definitions are worth discussing furtber, the spiritual base of Indigenous Knowledge and
Aboriginal perspectives on the term "environment".

Marginalizing Spiritually-Derived Knowledge

Ceremonies, d m s and the spirit-world were ut the core of rny experience,
becaure they were at the core of thepeople who were Iending und teaching me. The
Ancesfors. the Clans,the Spirits guided my teachets and rnyse[f through daily lijê, yet to a
non-Nul ive person. this rnighl be d%fcuZtto detect. Centurirs of oppression keep these
thingsfarfiom surface reaZzty but it is su strungl'y integrated into lfe t h there are no
separations, there is never a time when it isn 't there, when the spirils do not have
infience.
My experiences have shown me thot Indigenous Knowlrdge is spiritualt'y bared
and O@

spiritually derived Since thef o w o m i s work is not to provide a detailed

account of the ceremonies. I have chosen instead to focm on the vast amount ofpublished
materiul that supports these ideas. I have done this deliberately, to show how definitÏons
of TEK de-ernphark e the spiritua[ basis of lndigenous KnowIedge, despite vast amounts
of written literature to the contrav.

Non-Native definitions of TEK tend to marginalize the spiritual basis of
Indigenous Knowledge, either leaving this aspect out of the definition all together (Berkes
1993, Johnson 1992) or by failing to recognize that it is Mly integrated into the

knowledge system (Doubleday 1993). There exists an immense amount of Iiterature
reinforcing the idea that Aboriginal world views and knowledge systems are spkitually
based and that much of Indigenous Knowledge is spintually derived

' A fundamental feature of the Aboriginal world view was, and continues

to be, that al1 of life is a manifestation of spintual reality: We corne from
spirit; we live and move surrounded by spirit; and when we leave this life
we r e m to a spirit world Al1 perceptions are conditioned by spintuai
forces, and al1 actions have repercussions in a spirihial reaiity. Actions
initiated in a spiritual realrn affect physical reality; conversely, human
actions set oflconsequences in a spiritual realrn. These consequences in
tum become manifest in the physical realrn. Al1 these interactions must be
taken into account as surely as considerations of what to eat or how to
keep warm in the winter" (Final Report of the Royal Commission on
Aboriginal Peoples lW6(l):6S 8).

Abonginal Peoples l e m about their environment through experiences, detailed
observations over long periods of time which are passed down through generations,
experimentation and active investigation A great deal of Aboriginal Knowledge however,
is derived fiom the Spirit-world (Ahenakew and Wolfart 1998, Crozier-Hogle and Wilson
1997, Blondin 1997, Ghostkeeper 1996, St.Pierre and Long Solder 1995, Kegg and
Nichols 1992, Robinson and Wickwire 1992, Beck et al. 1990, Benton-Banai 2988,
Hungry Wolf 1980). Spiritually-derivedknowledge may corne to humans in the form of

dreams, visions, or ceremonies. People may also be bom with certain laiowledge, or
acquire certain knowledge through naming, or their Clan or House
Florence Jones, an Elder and "haler in the medicine way" of the Wintu Nation
shows that her power as a doctor cornes fi-om the Great Creator. She is able to access

this knowledge through rituals, ceremonies and her thirty-eight years of training to
become a doctor (Jones 1997).

"When the medicai doctors tell me someone is gone, 1go into a
trame. I ask my spiritual mountain, Doctor Mount Shasta, to ask the
Great Creator. 1Say, "1 don? know the medicines. You are the Creator.
You made everything on e a . We are asking you". And so they tell me
to use this herb, that herb, and what to use for the poultice.
You see, 1don3just pick it myself 1get it from the Great
Creator. That way I'm not picking just any kind of herbs" (Jones
lgW23).

Knowledge from the spirit-world is also vital to successful hunts. Elmer Ghostkeeper, a

Metis from northem Alberta explains the importance of the knowledge fiom the spiritworld in successfully hunting a moose;

'Moose are intelligent animals, and a peson has to be gifted with the
necessary talents in order to be a successful moose harvester. My father
considered moose to be similar to other plants and animals, a g i q and
harvesting them was conducted within the Metis context of cerernony,
ritual and sacrifice. He required a dream in which his dream spirit would
inform him of having made contact with a moose spirit and when and
where to harvest the moose. The information contained the age and sex of
the moose, topography of the land, weather conditions, and the equipment
required for the harvest " (Ghostkeeper 1996: 19).

Beverly Hungry Wolf (l98O), a Blood, speaks about the Myths and Legends of
her Grandmothers and expiains the origins of the rituals and ceremonies that corne
nom the Spirit-world.

''That night she had a drearn. The stone came to her and
sang its song again. Then it told her: '1 have corne to you and your
people because I pity you. My power is able to communicate
with the buffalo and bring them here. I have chosen you to bring
me to camp because you are humble and 1know your thoughts are
good. You must ask you husband to invite ail the holy men to
your lodge tomorrow night. I will teach you some songs and a
cerernony which you must show them. If you do this then 1will
have my power bring back the buEalo. But you must wam your
people: my power is always announced by a strong storrn, and
when it arrives it wiil look like a buffalo, a lone bdl, You must tell
your people not to harm him. The rest of the herd will follow as
soon as he has passed safely through your camp'
During that dream the woman was taught several songs she
had never heard before.. .."(Hungry Wolf 1980:164).

Spiritually derived knowledge is also important in healing:

"The calling to doctor, and the ceremonies associated with healing, form a
distinct and exceptional vocation. There are three types of ceremonies
that involve doctoring. These are the 'Lowanp'i ceremony, or "Sing"; the
'Yuwipi' or "they tie them up" ceremony; and a less formal, more
idiomatic or generalized 'Wapiye' cerernony used by many of the holy
women who also are herbalists and may choose this as expedient
depending on the nature of the illness and the complexity of putting on
either a 'Lowanpi 'or a 'Yuwipi'. A woman who uses the Lowanpi
ceremony would not likely use the Yuwipi ceremony, or vice versa, for
certain spirit helpers dictate the type of cerernony tu be held. Some
women rnay have a variety of spirit helpers, and the patient's problem or
illness may prescribe the details of the ceremony and the specific spirits to
be called upon" (St Pierre and Long Soldier 1995:28).

Even when rïtuals are practiced to heal, Lakota women docton still rely upon the spiritworld to give herbs their power. St Pierre and Long Soldier continue:

"A fourth method of doctoring involves no ritual at all, and the women
who practice it are thought of as 'Pejuta' Win' ,or herb women doctors,

and heal the sick principally by means of traditional pharmaceuticals. The
plants used as remedies may need speciai songs leamed in dreams to
unleash their healing power; without songs they are just plants " (St. Pierre
and Long Soldier 1995:28).

The book Nature Puwer: In the Spirit of an Okanagan Stopeller, Harry

Robinson, Okanagan Elder and Story-teller recolmts several stories descnbing the
relationship between human-beings and the spiritual world He tells stories about
children's initial encounters with their "power-helpen", the interaction between humans
and their power-helpers during times of cnsis and healing through spirit or power helpers.
Woven in each of the stories are several examples of how lcnowledge or "power" is
obtained through the spirit world. Hany explains how children receive their power:

"You got to have power. You got to, the kids, you know. They got to
meet the animal, you know, when they was M e . Can be anytime till its
£ive years old to ten years old. He's suppose to meet animals or birds, or
anything you know. And this animal, whoever they meet, got to talk
to'ern and tell'em what they should do. Later on, not nght away. And
that is his power" (Robinson and Wickwire 1992:10).
George Blondin (1997), a Dene Elder fiom the N o ~ w e sTemtones,
t
in the beginning of
his book Yamoria, n e Lawmake~Scories of the Dene, recounts the time when he was a

chitd when he was about to receive his medicine power fiom the spirit-world His
parents had hoped that he was bom with medicine, and each of his grandfathers tried to
transfer medicine power to him. George's mother asked him to go down to the lake to get
water in the early morning:

"How calm everything was! The lake was mirror like, not a wave or
ripple at all. No wind. It looked beautifid but 1was so fearful I didn't
want to stand and admire it. 1dipped my pail in the water and turned to
run back to the tent.
For some reason, I stopped to look out across the lake again I saw
something! It was a giant of an old man with flowing white hair walking
toward me on the water of the lake.
Now I was really terrified. 1dropped the pail and ran back to the
tent screaming. 'Marna! Marna!' 1jurnped into her lap and when she
asked me what had happened, 1 told her. She wamed me not to tell
anyone else what 1 had seen.
'You were about to receive medicine power, and you ran away! It
was your grandfather Qing to transfer medicine over to you. Now, you
have spoiled everyhng for yourself. You are going to need help h m
others al1 the tirne', she said" (Blondin 1997:~).

Similarly, Eddie Benton-Banai, an Anishinaabe Elder and Spiritual Teacher, re-tells how
Anishinaabe children received a vision fiom the spirit-world to give their life direction and
purpose:

"The old man who had visited the lodge of the Seven Grandfathers,
brought back to the people the gift of seeking spintual advice and direction
through the 'Ba-wa7-ji-gay'-win' (Vision Quest). As a child would
approach the coming of adult-hood, the parents would provide the
opportunity for the child's first Vision Quest. Often a 'Mide'-wi-nini7
(Midewiwin priest) or 'Osh-ka-bay'-wis' (helper) of the Midewiwin was
asked to serve as a guide for the child. The body was deprived of food and
water, the life-giving forces of physical life. With the physical side of the
life lessened, it was hoped that the spiritual side would corne into
dominance. It was also said that fastng purifies the body and the mind
and makes a person receptive for messages coming fkom the Spirit World.
If the child was ready and fortunate, a vision would come to serve as a
guiding light in life. The vision would give life its purpose and direction"
(Benton-Banai 1988:83).

Spiritually derived knowledge is fully integrated into the consciousness of
Anishinaabe People and contemporary Aboriginal people who follow traditional ways,
and into Anishioaabe Knowledge. It is impossible to separate out spiritual components.
The stories of Anishinaabe Story-teller &lziu.deKegg, in Portage Lake: Mernories of an

Ojibwe Chil&ood (Kegg and Nichols 1991), Percy Bullchild's The Sun Came Down:
The History of the World as My Blacveet Elders Told It (Bullchild l985), and the Cree
stories of Janet Feitz, Glecia Bear, Minnie Fraser, Irene Calliou, and Mary Wells in
Ahenakew and Wolfart's Our GmPldmorhers ' Lives as Told in TFzeir Own Words (1998)
demonstrate this. ccSpiritualhowledge" or in the world of many Abonginal Elders
"Power7', forms both the foundation of knowtedge and knowledge itself It is both
contes, content and process.

Given that the idea that knowledge is spintually derived is so well documented in

the literahue it is interesting that it is lefi out of most non-Aboriginal definitions of TEK.
Although this is the base of the knowledge system, spintual-based knowledge has always
been extremely dificult for western scientists to accept as a valid and reliable form of
knowledge @eloria 1997, Wolfe et aL 1992). It is much easier to argue that TEK is a
legitimate (in the eyes of western scientists) when one focuses on the physical data
component of TEK, because it is the same kind of knowledge that is generated by
western scientific systems. Similarly, detailed observation as a method of generating
knowledge is generally more acceptable to western scientists than ceremony or dreaming
(Wolfe et al. 1992).

I wrote a paper discursing Indigenous Knowledge and sent it to a w ildIYejomal. The

comments Z receivedfiom one reviewer were interesting becawe I think they represent
how a [ot of scientists think about Indigenow Knowledge. Afler explainhg to me in afew
paragraphs all the experiences and respect s/he hadfor Native Arnericans, sfie said that I
needed io prove that Indigenous Knowledge is reliuble. and to offer some suggestions of
how to proceed in cases when it is not. In particular, dhe noted thal spiritual or religiow
knowledge is not reliable. H m a scientist ever had to prove in a paper. that her/his
knowledge system. the western scientifc system is reliable in ajournal? Indigenous
Knowledge is constantly being measured by the wesiern yard stick On one end we have
science. 'civilized' socieîy, progress, technology und development. Ofi the other we h e
"the Indian",folk knowledge. srnage, backward. Ifyou want your knowledge to be
Iegztimnte in this society. you have toprove it is legitimate on western term. using the
western knowledge system This is not on& epistemologically rrnsound, it is also racist.

The continued marginalization of spirïtually derived knowledge in TEK definitions is
reflective of how the dominant society continues to dismiss the world views of

Abonginal Peoples. Wet'suwet'en Chief Gisday Wa (1989), gives us an example nom
the opening statements of the Delaguumkw case:

"The nature of the continuum between humans, animals, and the spirit
world, within cycles of existence, underpins much of the evidence you will
hear. The Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en believe that both humans and

animals, when they die, have the potential to be reincarnad But only if
the spirit is treated with the appropriate respect. If the bones of animals
and fish are not treated with respect, thereby preventing their
reincarnation, then they will not retum to give themselves up to humans.
Ln this way, a person7sactions not only interact with those of animals and
the spirits, but also have repercussions for fûture generations, deprived of
the food that will ensure their survivai...
It is important to reflect on how such a view of causality would be
rendered conceptually frorn withui a Western fiamework. Such a view
would not be regarded as "s~ientific'~
and such attribution of events to the
powers of animals or spirits would be characterized as "mythical". Both
of these adjectives imply that what M a n people believe is not real, or, at
least, if it is real for them, it represents primitive mentality, pre-scientific
thinking, which is to Say "magic". On either bais, Indian reality is denied
or devalued. Their listory is not reai history but mythology. The binding
d e s which determine how Indian people should relate to anirnals are not
real laws but primitive rites" (Wa 1989:23-24).

The marguialization of spiritually-derived knowledge in mainstream TEK
definitions bolsters the belief that this kind of knowledge is less reliable and less valid
than knowledge generated in other ways. The notion that western science is better or

more reliable than other knowledge systems is ultimately a belief in "white EuroCanadian superiority" (Wa 1989), a belief that has powerful implications for the assertion
of Abonginal Rights in Canada.

Aboriginal Perspectives on the Environment

in using the word "environment" in the tenn TEK,Euro-Canadian researchers

assume that the concept of the "environment" has universal rn-ng

in both western and

Indigenous thought. In the first few paragraphs of this chapter, 1dluded to the idea that
Aboriginal Peoples and non-Aboriginal people conceptualize "environment" differently.

In general, the Abonginai concept is much broader in scope referring to physical, mental,
emohonal and spintual realities, and the inner environment of individuals. In separating
environmental knowledge nom other kinds of knowledge as occun in creating a body of
knowledge denved from Indigenous people, the TEK movement violates the fundamental
belief system and understanding inherent in Indigenous Knowledge systerns. In
Indigenous societies, the environment was and is fully integrated into every aspect of
society. The environment was integrated into the decision making processes of the past îhere was no differentiation between things environmental and things non-environmental,
because everythmg was environmental (see AFN 1993, Clarkson et al. 1992). The
separation of "environmental" knowledge is reflective of TEK as a western concept.
The Assembly of First Nations, in their subrnission to the Royal Commission on
Aboriginal Peoples, state that this principle of Aboriginal philosophy is one that needs to
be integrated into Euro-Canadian practice:
Tnvironmental policies m u t be integrated with social and economic
policies. It is just beginning to happen. The environment is not an entity
in itself, but an intricate part of a greater whole of society and the
economy. The interdependence that exists between all three must be taken
into account when curent out-dated policies are king amended We
cannot separate the need for a healthy environment in the narne of
economic prosperity. The two are inseparable and fundamentally
dependent on one another" (AFN 1993:39).
It is often assumed that Aboriginal Peopfes define environment in the same way
that non-Natives do, and that Aboriginal societies make the sarne conceptual divisions as
non-Abonginal societies. In the opening statements of the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en
Hereditary Chiefs, the Hereditaxy Chiefs make this point:

"When today, as in the past, the hereditary Chiefs of the Gitksan and
Wet'suwet'en Houes gather in the Feast Hall, the events that unfold are
at one and the same t h e political, legal, economic, social, spiritual,
ceremonid, and educational" (Wa 1989:31).

Similarly, many environmental issues are viewed by Aboriginal societies as at one and the
same time political, economic, educational, social and spiritual. In reality, Indigenou
Peoples' definitions of environment are much broder, they included internai and extemai
components, spirituality, moral responsibilities, and they are much more integrated with
other aspects of society. Andrew Chapeskie writes:

"When non-abonginal Canadians use categones such as 'wildemess' and
'natural resources' to refer to the land and the 'wedth' that it contains,
they are not employing categones that transcend cultural boundaries.
Rather, as they are used to describe Canadian landscapes, they embody a
whole series of inferences conceming human relationships to this
'underdeveloped' land that have histoncally been the cultural domain of
Euro-Canadians. By now this should go without saying" (Chapeskie
1995:12).

Indeed, this should go without saying, but as Chapeskie continues:

"In fact, however, it has done little to alter the tendency of the relevant
state institutions to assume that the Euro-Canadian technicai paradigm of
resource management possesses a superior intrïnsic rationality and
predictive capacity".

Just as the terrns "wildemess" and "natural resources" are embedded in Euro-centric

ideology, so to is the term "environmental". The effect of this cultural bias is that the

Euro-Canadian paradigm that bore the concept of TEK, assumes universal applicability
that transcends cultural boundaries (Chapeskie 1995).
Non-Aboriginal definitions of TEK focus on the data component of TEK, while
leaving out processes, ethics, values and world view components (Berkes 1993,
Doubleday 1993, Johnson 1992). Thus, they assume that Indigenous Knowledge
systems are the same as the western scientific knowledge system, in that content or data,
rather than context (the first two levels of hdigenous Knowledge as described by the
AFN and NAFA 1995) is of primary concem. They tend to marginalize the spintud

basis of Indigenous Knowledge, either leaving this aspect out of the definition altogether
(Berkes 1993, Johnson 1992) or failing to recognize that it is N l y integrated into the
knowledge system (Doubleday 1993). And the act of separating ccenvironmental"
knowledge from other kinds of Indigenous Knowledge reflects the westem division and
definition of things environmental, a division that westem scientists think is univerd
across cultures.

The Textualization of Indigenous Knowledge

Transfemng oral knowledge into documentation is a process that can Iead to mistranslation across perceived universal concepts, a conversion of h owledge £tom a

process to a product, and the de-contextualizationof Indigenous Knowledge. This
section will discuss these issues as they relate to the process of te~tualization~~.
Three questions kept running thruugh my head the entire tirne I was working on
thisproject; "Why am Idoing rhis? Who will benefilfrom this work?", and " A m I
srealing or appropriating anyone 's knowledge? ': I believe the circulation of these
questions refectcd my need to 6e critical of my role as an academic in o r .to act
respomibly regarding fhe power th& formal education gives one in the mainstream
society. I needed to be accounfablefor my privilege. mese concerm came fiom me taking
responsibiliryfor whaf I had leurnedfrom the Anishinade teachings. 1knew that many
people had completed MA. 's and Ph.D. 's because their Aboriginal informants had shared
more thon rheir predecessors had - something that had never been shared and therefore
puHished befoe. I did nor want to benefit by publishing someone else 's knowledge. I hud
to ask rnysevhow all rhis dommenfation of knowledge was realZy going fo benefit the
cornmunifies? Why are we assuming thut-written knowledge is better than oral
knowfedge? Why are we insisting on textuaking howledge so thar it wonPtbe lost?
Doesn 't al( thut refect academic biases? Would it not be better tof o n s eflorts on
sfrengthening the Oral Tradition and Indigenous Knowledge system ar the local Zevel,
rafher thanjurt writing down the knowledge?

Texhializing Indigenous Knowledge, that is, converting it from its oral source to a
written representation is a process that is not often written about or openly discussed.
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This process was first refmed to as textudition by Stevenson (1998).

The assumption that literate knowledge is more valid, useful, and less vulnerable than oral
knowledge is firmly rooted in Euro-centrisrn, and lies at the base of the obsession to
document anythmg Indigenous. It is an assumption that my experiences in the
community and on the land challenged It is an assumption that needs to be chalienged
not only in theoretical discussions, but in our actions, because the textualization of
Indigenous Knowledge b d a m e n t d l y transforms knowledge into something it has never
been before, with potentially great implications for Indigenous Peoples.

Many Aboriginal Nations, organiiations and communities have undertaken
documentution projects to advance their interests. Ofen tirnes, governmental structures
require Zndige~ousKnowledge to br textualized in orderfor it tu be ured in agreements,
manngement plum and nrrriculum. In other cases, Aboriginal PeopZrs chose to document

their h owledge to demonstrate land occupancy and tlse to governments and
corporations. Wholever their reasons, Aboriginal Peoples rnay document their knowledge
to a h c e their interests. Many Aboriginal Peoples are also m a r e of the potential
implications of documentation; how knowledge is transfomed through the process of
textualization, of how this knowledge can be ured by the dominant socieîy, and thal the
textualization of knowledge in no wqy ensures the survival of Indigenous Knowledge,
culture or the Oral Tradilion. This is not reflected in the rnaimtrearn literatwe on TEK
The focus in TEK rernains on the importance of dumentation and how TEK can be used
in western society.

The textualization of Indigenous Knowledge largely occurs because western
knowledge systems view literate forms of howledge as valid (Stevenson 1998). This
effectively transfers power from the knowledge holders to those that are doing the
documentation, and ultimately to the content of the text itself Indigenous Knowledge is

now defined in western tenns because:

"effort[s] to "scientize" alternative knowledge systems typically involves
translating those elements deemed rationale and useful by the dominant
ideology into a terminology and framework that it then can appropriate
and use for its own purposes" (Stevenson 1998:13).

Thus, the first stage of textualization lies in defining TEK which means developing the
terminology and framework that will govem our work Our understanding of TEK will
then fiame the questions we ask the Eldea, the stories we write down, the experiences

we document and the over-al1 focus of the work-

Mis-translation Across Perceived Conceptual Universals

The second stage of texhialization is translation, of both language and concepts
across different world views. Much has been written about language bamers and most
researchers cite language as a limitation in their studies (i.e. Chapeskie 1995, Armstrong
1992, Cruikshank 1990). Language expresses reality as constmcted by the people who

are bom into it, and it reflects the reasoning, philosophy and values of culture. The

structure of a language is designed to reflect wodd views. Edna Ahgeak MacLean, an
Inupiaq Elder and acadernic focuses her work on the structure of language and the cultural
identity of Native Peoples. She writes:

"The structure of our Inupiaq language, where we have inflectional
endings at the end of our words, depicts the interconnectedness between
the people, the mimals, the land, and the ocean, as well as al1 the values
of respect for each of those components of the universe. You can see thai
reflected in people's anihides towards the animais and the land. They
realize that we have to take care of the environment. It cornes out of the
language" (MacLean 1997: 179).

In Anishinaabemowin, (the Ojibwe language), Patricia Ningewance, an Anishinaabe-kwe

language educator, w-rites about how the values of the Anishinaabe are reflected in the
structure of the language.

"Thirdly, the most important cultural characteristic that emerges from
fluency is assuming real humility. It's an inherent concept in the language
- this idea that the individual is only a minuscule particle of the larger
wondrous whole organism. That goes hand-in-hand with the humour, 1
think. This is why we express uncertainty in so many ways. (How
many thousands of ways do 1 to have to Say to you '1 don? know'?) If 1
am telling you a story, 1 punctuate my story regularly with the word
i i m to rernind you that I wasn't there to be inside the skin of every
individud that I'm telling you about but this is the closest 1c m get to
telling you the truth" (Ningewance 19935).

Joy Ashan Fedonck, a Cree author writes:

"The wisdom still exists within our Elders and within our languages.
Respect for the environment and aii living things is demonstrated in

grammatical structures and usages that do not let us lose track of the
continuum: the relationship that we, as living beings, have with the trees,
the air, the water, the land and our brothers and sisters, the animals. The
conceptual relationship and respect for d l living things is shown when we
Say 'wood' in a tree, differently than we Say 'wood' in a table. The tree is
living, and must be narned whiIe wood in the table is dead. Therefore, we
acknowledge the spirit of life within living wood matter, and the transition
into the no-longer-animated" (Fedorick l989:69).

In the opening statements of the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en Hereditary Chiefs, lawyers
for the Chiefs presented the problem of translation within a society that largely sees
Aboriginal Peoples as primitive, and less technologically advanced than Euro-Canadian
society as the court's "first challenge".

"The second challenge for the court very much related to the first, involves
the problerns of communication between very different cultures. The .
problems here are not simply those inherent in the necessity to translate
from Gitksan or Wet'suwet'en to English, as îhey would be the case in a
situation where the witnesses were Francophone. French and English
cultures, although different, trace common and histoncal mots and share a
world-view. The Gitksan and Wet7suwet'en world-view is of a
qualitatively different order" (Wa I989:Z).

The English Ianguage reflects the world view that bore it, and thus many hdigenous
peoples have expressed its inadequacy in articdating hdigenous philosophies, methods
of reasoning, lifeways and knowledge (Crozier and Wilson 1997, Chapeskie 1995,
Armstrong 1992).

"Words, being shaped through lineage emerging out of culture, have
rootedness in meaning which renders them exclusionary. My vely real
situation is that 1 am here speaking not m y ianguage to you, and in doing

so, realize that it is I who must fiame my thinking into another language, a
language which excludes d l of my Okanagan culturai understanding as
though it were non-existent" (Armstrong IgW76).

Translation from French to English looses the subtleties of the French language, but
translation fiom ~nishinaabemowin~'
to English requires a translation of fiuidamentally
different worlds and concepts (cfWa 1989). English is a filtering syçtem, which fiames

the Anishinaabe world into western terms, terms that are ofien perceived by members of
the dominant society as cross-cultural universals. What is lost, are not the subtleties, but
the foundation and framework that gives meaning to the words. Jeanette Armstrong,
explains:

"Words have meanings which we take for granted when we speak in a
given language. I use the example of a word of which we may be
commonly farniliar, if we speak English The word tree conjures up an
image that we rnay think has the sarne meaning, but let us consider a few
meanings and how they might arise...
To someone from the lumber or paper industry, the word tree has
a significantly different meaning than to an orchardist. Likewise, a person
fiom the Arctic circle will have a profoundly different meaning gathered
fiom TV and book illustrations, than a person nom the min forest. A
person who has never waiked under trees in forests and heard breezes
rustling through leaves as birds filled branches, filtering sunlight and min,
will never tnily know a tree. To the person whose direct survivai depends
on trees, the Pee has a deeper cultwal meaning steeped in an essence of
gratitude toward the creation of the tree, and therefore enveloped within a
unique culturai expression of reverence toward creation
In this light, consider the extreme difference between a logging
conglomerate president's meaning and one in wtiose culture trees are living
relatives in spirit, though the word might be referred to, by both, in
English. Can we Say that these are two different trees? Or might it be

-

The same could be said about Engkh and other Aboriginal Imguages.

possible to understand that this is only one tree that has two different
meanings?
... thus even though I might translate tree into an English word,
my cultural meaning remains intact as though spoken in my language
while your cultural understanding of the word remains locked within the
context of your culture. Unless you also speak my language, or permit
me to fully interpret my rneaning, the tree of which I speak remains a tree
cloaked in my culture and language which excludes my meaning"
(Armstrong 1992:75-76).

One of the best pieces of udvice 1received during this work wusfiorn Deboroh
McGregor, an Anishinaabe-kwe from Birch Island. Ontario. She told me to never assume
thar concepts were universal, to always check with Anishinaabe-thikes those who think
NI fhe fanguage (D.McGregor. PhB. did date, Depattment of Forestv, University of

Toronto,personal communication. October 6, 1998). 1did nor work through translotors
when I worked with the Elders or traditionalpeople. We worked rnostly in English
During our tirne out on the land or doing ceremonies, we used both Anishinaabemow in
and Engfish, with the Efders translatingfor me. It was duhg these times that I Zearned a

great deal. I was alwuys asking questions about what the words mennt exact&. The
speakers were iranslating the words, the meuning and the cultural context or word view in
their heads, and 1wanted to undrrstand One day, Z usked ifhe codd think of o word in
Anisltinaube thnt memf spirituel. Atfirst he sazd no, t h e were no worh that meant

spiritual. men, d e r a long pause, he said. Iguess it rnight be "Kitchi", which is the
wordfor really big. He explained that Kitchi meant really big, notjust in physical size, but
bigger than us ail. profound

Chapeskie (1995), in his subrnission to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples,
discusses "non- Aboriginal Euro-Canadian discourse of 'land use' and 'resource
management7with the ideas and practice of customary Anishinaabe relationships to
land". By focusing on language, Chapeskie reveals how the dominant society mistakenly

assumes that the meaning of words such as "wilderness", "harvesting7',and "resource
management" have the sarne meanings in Indigenous world views.

"1 decided to ask Elder Petiquan if she knew an Anishinaabe term for
'naiural resources' or if she could describe it in her Anishinaabe language.
She and her daughter, Jane Williams, discussed this for some time in their
aboriginal tongue. No, was her answer to me. Did she h o w what 1 had
meant when I used the term "natural resources" in prix conversations
with her and her daughter? Not really, was the answer. Her daughter,
however, being fluently bilinguai understood this term perfectly well. Did
Elder Petiquan have a term or description for either of 'natural' or
'resources', 1asked. Once again the response was no. There wese no
terms for wild or wildemess as non-Aboriginals might understand them"
(Chapeskie 1995:17).

I had several similar conversations with Elders regardng terms like 'sustainable
developrnent ', 'spiritualiiy', and 'environment '. The morefamiliar the EIder was with the
environmentalfield.the more lzkely they were fo define these tenns in western ways, but as
I asked more questions. it became clear to them what 2 wm d e r . English willprobably

continue [O be used to express TEK. becauîe it is the only way English speakers have
access to this knowledge.

By challenging the dominant percepton of concepts assumed fo

be present in other cultures, we c m achieve a greater understanding of Indigenouî
perspectives.

Proper translation is crucial to cross cultural understanding. By never assurning
that words represent universal concepts, English speakers can begin to question and
eventually understand the perspectives of those who think in and speak Aboriginal

languages.
Transformation From Process to Product

Paying attention to the m c t u r e of ianguage and translation reinforces Indigenous
Knowledge as a process rather than a product or endpoint Leory Little Bear, Wolf Hom,

Blood Tribe, Blackfoot Confederacy,writes:

"PJanguage is a good repository of this basic philosophy and world view.
The English language is al1 about nouns, things, objects, following up on
the notion of objective language. It is not about process. Native languages
are process oriented. I don? like to Say verb-oriented because even the
word verb is a nom" (LittIe Bear 1998:17).

The structure of Aboriginal languages is indicative of Indigenous thought processes.

"Constant motion is inherent in the Native thought process and
consequently many Native languages, such as BlacHooot, are very actionor verb-oriented. We've always thought in ternis of energy, energy fields
and constant motion" (Little Bear 1996:621).

The translation of knowledge Born Aboriginal languages to English, is also a
process of transformation from a process-oriented system to a product-oriented system.

By reducing processes into factual data, much ofthe power of Indigenous Knowledge is
lost. The dominant society is willing to use Indigenous generated factual data in CO-

management agreements, blrt they are not willing to use the process of Indigenous
management. Instead of strengthening and using Indigenous processes, the dominant
society inserts factual knowledge into its own processes, models and management plans.
The ability of Aboriginal Peoples to effect change in environmental management then

becornes greatiy reduced.

"Products "-atloses, Ihe results of questionnaires, transcribed interviews and stories.

may be critically important to Aboriginal communities in land daim proceedings,
negot iat ions,and in CO-managementagreements, nof becouse they are Indigenour
Kno wledge, bur because these imtit utions of Euro-Canadian socieîy require Indigenous
Knowledge to be in a literal form.

Processes including ways of managing resources, teaching, knowing, goveming,
resolving conflict, raising children, living and interacting are difficult to articulate in TEK
"products" and in noun based languages. When these processes are lost, so is the
understanding that hdigenous KnowIedge is creative, inventive, and dynamic. Current

TEK research over looks the innovation of Indigenous KnowIedge and Indigenous ways
of knowing.

De-contextualizing Indigenous Knowledge

The next stage in the process of textualizing Indigenous Knowledge is achially
recording and trattscribing the laiowledge.

I always kept ajournal of my experiences. but whenever I read over thejournd. looked at
the map or read the interviews, the words never captured what actunlly occurred There
was always something missing. and thal sornething was everyrhing. nzis made me realize
thar TEK might be a use@ tool. but if is not a substitutionfor the ' real thirtg' - the
Anishinaabe knowledge that is thousands ofyears old; m e ' r e d fhing ' was my
interaction with the Elders, the environment, the spirit-world - the conteit wirhin wh~ch

TEK is interpreted

Indigenous Knowledge systems have been recognized as high context
communication systems wherein most ofthe meaning and value of the system is denved
from the context, rather than the content (Stevenson 1998, Wolfe et aL 1992). Stevenson
goes on to note that the western scientific system is of course a literate system that is
focused on content, wherein the meaning is derived fiom the information itself rather than
the context. This difference was demon-ated

during the cross examination of

Antgulilibix (Mary Johnson), at the Delaguurnkw Trial, when Antgulilibix asked the court
if she could sing a song as part of her statement to the court on the Ayook, or Gitxan law.
The following ensued:

"The Court: How long is it?
M.. Grant (Lawyer): It's not very long. It's very short.
The Court: Could it not be written out and asked if this is the wording?
Really, we are on the verge o f getting way o f ftmck here, Mr. Grant.
Again, 1don't wmt to be skeptical, but to have witnesses singing songs in

court is, in my respectfil view, not the proper way to approach this
problem.
Mr. Grant: Well, My Lord, with respect, the song is what one may refer
to as a death song. It7sa Song which itself invokes the history and the
depth of the history of what she is telling, And, as council, it is my
submission that it is necessary for you to appreciate...
The Court: I have a tin ear, Mr. Grant, so it's not going to do any good to
sing it to me...
n i e Witness: The reason for the sad song is when they raise the pole, and
when the pole is half-way up, they tell the chiefs who pull the rope to
stop for a few minutes, and they sing the Song and they cry. They
remember those who use to raise the pole before them. and dl those that
were dead before the new pole is raised. So d e r they sing what they cal1
Limv oo'y, then they put up the pole.
Q: These are the poles that are raised, like a pole that is raised even in
your life-time, they would sing this song?
A: Yeah, yeah.
Q: Okay.
A: Well, if the court wants me to sing it, I l sing i t
The Court: No, I don't Mrs. Johnson, but apparently counsel does. And
1think I'm in the position where if counsel in the responsible discharge of
their duties Say this has to be done, then I have to listen to it. But 1don?
think, with respect, that this is the way this part of the trial should be
conducted. 1just don't think it's necessary. 1think it is not the right way
to present the case.
Mr. Grant: You can go ahead and sing the Song now.
(WITNESS SINGS SONG.)
Q: Can you tell us what the words of the Song mean in English?
A: They sing about the grouse flying, flying, how the grouse flies, those
are the first words. Another word says, "1 will ask for you to tell him to
give it to me7'. That means when the first sister grabs just the tail end of
the grouse. And another word says, "It will make noise undemeath your
wings." That means when you h t e
drum,when the grouse drums and
it makes a loud noise. And then another word says how the grouse gave
himself up to die for them to help them Save their lives. So that3sthe end
of the song. And today, the young lady that caught the grouse stood at
the foot of our totem pole that we restored in 1973, and she is holding the
grouse with tears in her eyes.
Q: And that pole is in Kispiox?
A: Yes.

The Court: Al1 right now, Mr. Grant, wodd you explain to me, because
this may happen again, why you think it was necessary to sing the song?
This is a trial not a performance" (Monet and Skanu'u 1992:42)~'.

From a western perspective, the content, the words of the song, was the only part of the
Song that was important. From the Gitxan perspective, the Song itself, or the context was
important. By textualizing Indigenous Knowledge, we are transforming it fiom a highly
contextualized system to one that places littie value on context and great importance on
content (Stevenson 1998). When this is the case, power is again transferred fiom the
people, the TEK holders, to the written word, or the content. The words, are now
completely accessible to the dominant society, without translation, explanation, consent
or reciprocity.

"In this Iight, it is easy to appreciate why there is no reciprocity in the
written word; literacy does not involve reciprocal rights or obligations, or
culturally appropriate and socially-sanctioned uses of shared knowledge.
Orality involves an ethic of teaching, where the people are the knowledge.
Here, reciprocal relations charactenzing indigenou world views and the
role of people with knowledge as decision-rnakea are reinforced."
(Stevenson 1998:13).
Indigenour KnowIedge is personal. 11rzs zisuully described as "subjective" in the
literalure. but I fhznkpersonal is a betfer desrripion (see Couture 1991). M y relatiomhip
wirh each Eider was personal. Knowledge w m told to me al a particdm tirne because of
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A newspaper columnist for the B r e e Rivers Report, Wednesday Jufy 15, 1987, writes that "Most of us
non-aboriginal Canadians also were a tin ear. It seems natural because we have worn it aU our lives. We
are not even aware of the significant sounds we cannot hem.
What we are missing may be a valuable key which could help to open the way toward peace with
justice on earth and in the Buikely and Skeena vdeys."

who 1 am and my relationships in the communiîy. m e n TEK or Indigenous KnowIedge
resides with the people or ifsholders. the personal nature of lndigenous Knowledge is lefi
in tact.

Many researches believe that Indigenous cultures are dying, that Indigenous
Knowledge is dying, and that one way of preventing this fiom occurring is to document
the knowledge (i.e. Tsuji 1996). It is interesting to note that the western world prefers to
view Indigenous cultures as "dying' rather than accounting for the "bcomplexhistoncal
process of appropriation, compromise, subversion, masking, invention and revivai"
(Clifford 1988:339 quoted in Graveline 1998:30), and that the solution to the tragedy is
for them to help us document our knowledge before it is al1 gone. No thought is given to
the forces that contributed to the perceived loss of knowledge in the first place, the on-

going policies that continue to oppress and assimilate or to confionting these forces in
contemporary times (Graveline 1998).
"The well-intentioned concern to record the TEK of elders before they
pass on, only to collect dust in some archive somewhere, is misplaced. If
governments and Inuit groups are really concerned about the loss of TEK,
they should charnel their efforts into restoring those contexts that give
efficacy to this knowledge. This may mean, among other things,
contributing much more support and resources to the traditional
economy" (Stevenson 1998:13, note 9)

This also means ensuring Aboriginal Nations have land. If we are concemed about
''swing TEK", we should be concerned with saving the land We should be concemed

with foster relationships between Elders and youth. We should be concemed with

supporting communities who are strengthening their Indigenous cultural traditions,
language, the Oral Tradition We should be endùig policies that demand extinguishment of
inherent rights.

I worked closely wzth a lrczditional Rnishinaabe about my age on a number of issues in the
community. I was t e l h g him thut the inîerviews I Izad been doing with the EZders were of
high quaIity, but there were a lot of things I knew thcy were Iemting out. A few times they
made rejêrences to sacredstories that 2 had heard in the community. To the non-Native
reader, if would be impossible tu pick up on tlze refeerence, yet to those who knew rhe stem
their staternents becarne projound in a deeper way. I knew why this was happening - that
1 had reached the [evel thqy were willing to sltare with outsiders, but I usked him

ifthere

were any circumsfancesunder which he would record the stories he knew. He told me
that as long ar he had one niece or n e p h or chiici around 10 tell the stories too, he would

nor write them down. Knowing wlry. Iproceeded ro ask him why. He knew what I was
doing, but he sazd there was no need to write them down Thar ifthere were children still
alive tu hear the stories, [O pars them down to their grmidchildren, there was no need to
wrzte them down The Oral Tradition would ensure the culme wouldstill cuny on
Besides, he said, whenyou write them down thcy Iose their importance, they Iose all of
their power.

Once Indigenous Knowledge has been filtered through western conceptual models and
definitions and constructed into TEK, it is textualized. The textualization process has the

effect of mis-translating knowledge across perceived conceptual universals, transforming
the knowledge fiom process to product, de-contextualizing the knowledge, depersonalizing knowledge by separating it fiom the people, and transfemng authority from
the people to the content of the text. Textualization ultimately produces Indigenous
Knowledge in a form that is completely accessible to the maînstream society. Winona

LaDuke, an Anishinaabe-kwe reminds us:

'There is a lot to be leamed fkom our b w l e d g e , but you need us in order to leam
it, whether it is the story of my children's grandfather reaching his hand into that
beaver house, or of the Haida upon the northwest coast, who make totem poles
and plank houses" (emphases added, LaDuke 1997:36).

lndigenous Knowiedge cannot be separatedfrom the people. Thepeople c m o t be
separatedfrom the lm&: because the people are the land.

Sharing Knowledge in a Hostile Environment
It is ofien difficult for Aboriginal Peoples to share their knowledge because they
are afiaid it will be mis-used and even used against them (Martin-Hill 1995). This section
focuses on the nsks of sharing documented knowledge with the dominant society.

In Indigenous Knowledge systems, knowledge is considered to be a gift fiom the
Creator. Knowledge is to be shared. Once knowledge is shared it belongs to d l .
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Land in an Anishinaabe sense includes the earth, anirnals, plants, humans, and al1 of their relations.

"To our people, knowledge does not belong to us: we are simply carriers
of it. We use the word p?ax, which literally translated, says "to spark so
as to cause to light", as in striking a match., to mean to become mind-aware
as a human. Knowledge is understood to be only a starting point for the
human" (Armstrong and Cardinal 1991:66).

Knowledge is treated differently in the dominant society, and the impact of centuries of
colonialism have caused some Elders to become reluctant in sharing their knowledge.
Beverly Hungry Wolf, a B lood women, w-rites in The W q s ofMy Grandmothers. about
the reluctance she encountered when she first asked her Grandmothers to teach her the
old ways:

I recall that when 1first started asking my grandrnothers about their
old ways they sometimes discouraged me and made me feel silly for having
such interests. When I first started wearing long skirts and dresses even
my own grandrnother told me that 1should stop. 'You look tike an old
lady', she told me. Even though their belief in these traditions was very
strong, they had been made to feel that there was no future in this world for
their children and grandchildren if they didn't put these old ways aside
(Hungry Wolf 1980: 108).

Brubacher and McGregor (1998) write:

"Reticence on the part of TEK holders to irnpmting their knowledge is
therefore based, in part at least, to a fear that 'authentic TEK' - that is,
traditional knowledge within its proper moral context - will not be applied
to decision making but rather only certain fkagments of data, particularly
those which can be readily defined and understood by western science"
(Brubacher and McGregor 1998:16).

Elders and other traditional people are also aware that s k n g knowledge with the
dominant society is full of risks.

"There are two strearns of thought nom the elders. One group of elders
says 'Don't be talking about these things because you're going to denigrate
what you7retalking about'. Another group says, 'Talk about these things
because if you don't how are the young people going to know these
things"' (Kinew 1998:33).

Shanng of knowledge, particularly with orrtside researchers is an endeavour full of
risks. Once Aboriginal knowledge is documented it becomes accessible to everyone, and

outside researchers often promote documentation for this very reason:

"The use of TEK is often hindered because it is mavailable to or
considered irrelevant by a broad audience. In the absence of wide access,
the influence of TEK extends onIy as far as the influence of those who
hold it. Holders of TEK may be able to speak, and speak forcefully at
public hearings and in other fora, but the undocumented information is not
portable, and the influence of such spoken testirnony diminishes with
distance in tirne and space. Documentation is one means by which TEK
can be made more accessible, allowing it to be considered in parallel with
other information, typically from scientific studies, that is written
(Huntington 1998:238).

Once knowledge is made widely accessible to the dominant society, there is a very real

chance that it will be mis-represented. There is also a very real possibility of shared
knowledge being mis-used by members of the dominant socieSo. Once Indigenous
Knowledge is textualized and constnicted into TEK,it can easily be taken out of context.
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For examples of mis-use see Orton 1998a, b; Widdowson and Howard 1998; Tsuji 2996.

It can be inserted into western paradigrns and models to produce results that undermine
Aboriginal rights. TEK, now separated from its holders, becomes open to the cultural
interpretation of the dominant society (Stevenson 1998).

"It should also be noted that incorporating Indigenous Knowledge into
curent development practice and applying it to the problem of
sustainability is not without some risk to indigenous peoples. Most
notably, there is usually a big difference between the power wielded by
indigenous peoples and that wielded by outside parties. Indigenous
Knowledge can be applied to the problem of sustainability or it can be
applied to the dominant paradigm, furthering the f ab lems of an
unsustainable world through its (mis)use by, for instance, transnational
corporations" (Grenier 1998:11).

In reality, this does little to advance Aboriginal interests. Sharing power equally
effectively involves incorporating Aboriginal Peoples' values, ethics and processes into
decision making processes such as those exercised in CO-managementagreements rather
than inserting TEK data into western decision making processes. In some ways, the way

TEK is used now serves only to further marginalize Aboriginal cultures.

At the beginning of the new millennium, Aboriginal People lack real control and

power over how they and their knowledge are represented by mainstream society.

"We have al1 heard the expression, 'knowledge is power'. One of the basic
elements of power is that those who have positions of power are able to
manufacture ideas. Another is being able to place ideas that have been
created into the public agendayy(Kirby and McKema l989:23).

Initia&, transcribed interviews were to a p p r in this dissertation It w m a constant

worry to me. Above all else, 2 didn 't wanf to hurt the people who had shared so much
wirh me. By taking their words, and publishing them in rny dissertation, I was a h
assuming responsibilityfor the knowledge. 2 was making it accessible to the dominant
soczety, and there were no parantees rhat this knowledge would not

be used at a latter

date against the community. I came to the reaZization that I could nor ethicuh'y publish
those transcrips. n e responsibi&yfor the knowledge had to remain with its holders.

the community was to use those tr~rzscriptsto advance their interests, as dejjned by [hem
rhar was one thing. But I knew I could not iake the righr fo control the knowledgefrom the
people who held the knowledge.

The knowledge the Elders and community members shared with me was transmitted to
me using the protocols and controls of Anishinaabe culture. Anishinaabe systems, like
other Indigenous Knowledge systems have their own methods of controlling the

transmission of knowledge (Beck et al.1990).

"When knowledge is written down, it can then be transmitted in the
absence of the original holder of the knowledge. From a non-Aboriginal
perspective, this makes it easier and faster to disseminate the knowledge.
Frorn an Abonginal perspective, it means that the knowledge is no longer
properly controlled, as the physical aspects of the knowledge cm now be
divorced from its social - and moral - context" (Brubacher and McGregor
1998:16).

In the process of transcribing Indigenous Knowledge, the protocols governing the
transmission of knowledge becorne assimilated by the knowledge system of the dominant
society. Indigenous Knowledge systems control the transmission of lmowledge in a much
different manner than does the dominant society, yet these can only remain in tact under
oral systems of transmission because they require reciprocity and interaction. When
Indigenous Knowledge holden loose control over their knowledge it can lead to the
marginalization and appropriation of their knowledge.

Marginalization, Appropriation, and Continued Disillusion

The marginalization and appropriation of Indigenous Knowledge undermines the
rights of Aboriginal Peoples and often creates M e r divisions within Abonginal

communities. Once Indigenous Knowledge about the "environment" bas been textualized,
translated into the English Ianguage and into western concepts, de-contextualized, despiritualized, and de-personalized, or to use Stevenson's term "scientized", it is ready to
be consumed by the dominant society. This ofien anges Indigenous Peoples, as
explained by Lin& Tuhiwai Smith, a Maori researcher:

"It appals us Dndigenous People] that the West can desire, extract and
claim ownership of our ways of knowing,our imagery, the things we
create and produce, and then simultaneously reject the people who created
and developed those ideas and seek to deny them further opportunities to
be creators of their own cultures and own nations" (Tuhiwai Smith
1999:1).

The most common way of marginalizing Traditionai Knowledge in Canada is '30
take specific elernents of Traditional Knowledge that are of interest to the conservation
bureaucracy out of context and then insert them into the dominant fnunework of western
scientific knowledge" (Stevenson 1998:4). With few exceptions this is the way TEK is
used by the dominant society in environmental management, environmental impact
assessments, management plans, CO-managementagreements and in resource management
(McGregor 1999, Stevenson 1999, Stevenson 1996). Again with few exceptions, it is the
environmental data component of Indigenous Knowledge that is separated from other
kinds of Indigenous Knowledge, notably its spirihial base, and ethics, values and world

view (McGregor 1999, AFN and NAFA 1995). It is often the data component of
Indigenous Knowledge that brings about a facade of working together. TEK data is easily
integrated into westem scientific models and management systems, supposedly
demonstrating that the two systems are working together for the common good.
Marginalizing TEK in this mamer prevents Indigenous Peoples fkom changing the current
management practices of the conservation bureaucracy.
The mis-representation. appropriation and cornmodification of Indigenous
Knowledge only serves to prornote continued disillusion amongst Aboriginal Peoples
with the dominant society in general and researchers and environmental managers in

particular. Academics must examine their actions in a critical manner, in order not to
repeat the mistakes of the past If their aim is to stop the continued oppression of
Abonginai Peoples in Canadian society, then they must first look at how they are the

oppressors. Enrique Salmon, Tarahumara, states that appropriation of Indigenous
Knowledge occurs when:

"control of the knowledge is gained for purpose not related or beneficial to
the comrnunity base from which the knowiedge arose. Such control is
only beneficial and related to the researcher or corporation that took the
knowledge out of context and became a compter of that knowledge"
(Salmon 1996:71).

When Indigenous Knowledge is processed into TEK it is appropriated. Once TEK is
documented and published, Indigenous Knowledge holders have little control over how
their knowledge is used. The following quotation by Ward Churchill, a renowned Creek
and Cherokee academic is an indication of this "continued disillusion". Although
Churchill is speaking about 'Wew Agers", we could easily substitute "researchers" in the
following (emphases added):

"So our identity has been taken [controlled by the state], along with our
land and our resources. What's lefi? Well there7sthe intellectuai property
of the few people who didn't get totally screwed up and 'deculturated" in
the other three processes of expropriation. This is a fairly thin repository
of something truty Indian, and now we've got every Yuppie New Ager in
the universe deciding that they have the inalienable right to take that too,
and use it for whatever purposes they see fit.
We c m cut through this real façt with a statement that Onondaga
Fire Keeper Oren Lyons has made. He said, T m a spiritual leader among
my people, and I don't understand what you're talking about with respect
to rights to our religion. We have no rights in this regard We have
respomibilities, and it seems to me that's one thing you're tryhg to
avoid' .
Couched in those tenns, there would be very few New Agers
who'd queue up to learn about indigenous traditions, because these
people are attempting to avoid responsibility, to sidestep the hentage

they're a part of, Rather than rectiQing it, putting it right, putting it back
in balance, they want to step out of it and appropriate something else
form somebody else so they can pretend to be other than who and what
they are" (Churchill 1995: 160).

Loretta Todd, a Metis also writes:

"Everythmg about us - fkom our languages to our philosophies, from our
stories to our dances - has becorne rnatend in a quest for M e r
discovery, for new treasures. Wonying about their feelings and their
spiritual emptiness, and wondering about the lack of meaning in their lives,
Westerners corne looking to others for succour rather than seeking
transformation from within. But their excursions into our cultural
temtories have not brought acknowledgmenb of our authonty and
jurisdiction over our lives. Instead, their forays have given the new
explorers greater license in their cultural, political and a a i t i c practices.
Our cultural autonomy is too often ignored and our cultural uniqueness our difference - is reduced to playing bit parts in the West's drearns"
(Todd 1992:72).

The mis-use of TEK nor onZy undermines the interests ofAboriginal Peoples, but it hm
also createdfur~herdivisions within commmities. The decision to participate in the comanagement of land or in stake-holder orguniza~ionsis ofin n dzficuZt decisionfor First
Nations. The m u r a l resource management establisliment in Cana& seems m i l h g to

use Indigeno us Know ledge (world view, ethics, values and morals) to make decisions,
rather it inserts TEK data into western models und continues to make decisions wing the
systems,fiameworks, values and ethics of the dominant socieîy. m e result is a sort of
"controlledparticipation" or to use Stevenson 's term "eco-coloniulism"(Stevenson

1998). Aboriginal leaders musr decide whelher it is of benefil to their commmities to

participole in such structures. If they chose to participate, sorne c o m m m i ~
members will

label them as sell-outs. If rhey do not, others willperceive themeives as being Zeft out of
the process. 17iis dilemm seems tu have plagued Aborigid Ieaders since contact.

The lirerature wntten by Aboriginal authors and my experiences in the
community clearly demonstrates how the concept of TEK is one that is western, not
Aboriginal in its origins. The rnanufactwing of TEK by western society rnarginaiizes the
spintual bais of Indigenous Knowledge and omits Abonginal environmental
perspectives. The process of converting the Oral Tradition to written documents freezes
Indigenous Knowledge in an inappropriate context and increases the changes of mistranslation across language, world views and conceptual barriers. Sharing knowledge in
docurnented forms assimilates Indigenous methods of control into those of the dominant
society. Ultimately, this rcsults in the continued fnistration and disillusion of Aboriginal
Peoples.
As the voices of Aboriginal Peoples are heard in the field of TEK and as more
non-Aboriginal academics critically examine how TEK is used by the dominant society,
things are changing. Chapter 5 discusses these possibilities.

CEIAP'ïER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS

My experiences have shown me that many Indigenous Peoples are concemed with

the way TEK research is currently being conducted in Canada, and with the way TEK is
used by the dominant society. The concept of Traditional Ecological Knowledge is uiîc
constmcted by Euro-Canadian researchers largely to facilitate the use of Aboriginal
Environmental Knowledge in the ~ e w o r k and
s institutions of the dominant society.
The implications of this construction are far reaching and ultimately lead to the

appropriation, mis-use and marginalization of Indigenous Knowledge.
In the future, Aboriginal Peoples must continue to critically examine how TEK is

used by the dominant society. Academics and government representatives must
achowledge and use the alternative ways of working together Aboriginal Peoples have
suggested These models place Indigenous Knowledge holden, howiedge systems and
processes on even ground with those that are western
Aboriginal cornmunities and cultures are diverse. Their use of Indigenous
Knowledge, TEK,and the way they approach environmental problems will also be
diverse given their cultura1 world and their history of interacting with the bureaucracies

and policies of provincial and federal governments, Local history, experiences with
colonialism, treaties, land claims, and access to fùnding. Sorne cornmunities will chose to
use TEK to advance their interests. Some will chose to use western science- Some will

continue to rely on IndigenousKnowledge to "live the good life" and as a fom of

resistance and healing, and a nurnber will chose to use diEerent formulations of the three
depending upon the issue and their current situation.
The focus of Euro-Canadian researchers must change fiom the documentation of

TEK data to one that focuses on respecting Aboriginal Peoples, knowledge, world views
and decision making. To do this, the dominant society needs to acknowIedge that:

Indigenous Peoples shouid be included in a fair and equitableimarner in decisions

impacting their territories using appropnate decision making processes.
Indigenous Knowledge must be accepted on Indigenous terms, including the spiritual

basis of howledge, world view, ethhics, mords, context, and its dynamic and creative
nature.
Indigenous Knowledge holders are the authonties and the experts, and that authonty

does not exists in the data or those who document TEK.
The holders of Indigenous Knowledge must have the power to determine what TEK
is and how it will be used.
Indigenous communities must have complete control of documented knowledge.
Communities should decide when and if it is appropriate and necessary to separate
knowledge From its holders.
Aboriginal People have suggested altemative ways of working together other than
integrating TEK into western frameworks. These ways must be taken senously.

1

Fair and equitable meaning positions of power, rather than oftokenisrn.

Al1 of these recommendations are summarized in the following statement:

Respect Ab originul Peoples, their knowledge systems, world views, values
and ethics and regard them as equal to their western comterparts. This
means wing lndigenous Knowledge. including Zndigenour vulues and
erhics to make dcczsions. It means dwdoping co-jurisdiction and COmanagement arrangements t h are based on Indigenous environmental
philosophies. Ir means regarding Indrgenous system of munagernent as
volid reiiabIe ~sterns,and it dernanh a w illingness on thepart of EuroCanadian institutions to do things dflerently.

Aboriginal Peoples have suggested several ways of worlcing together, rather than
continuing to insert TEK data into western frameworks. Euro-Canadian researchers must
inveçtigate alternatives to integration. Including Indigenous Peoples (and therefore
Indigenous world views, values, mords, ethics and TEK) in a fair and equitable rnanner
means sharing power equally. Linda Hogan, a Chickasaw author, cornments:

'At this point I feel like those in the dominant culture cannot even imagine
Indigenous diinking. Every action they make is different fkom every
action indigenous people make. I'm sure you h o w about anthropologists
who stay with a tribe to l e m about their spiritual traditions, and then go
home and w-rite about it. That means they didn't get it.
Synthesis of thought is thought of as positive, but that's not
necessarily the case. There is also the possibility of sepiirate cultures
living side by side, cooperating with each other wi-thout king synthesized.
Shared, perhaps, but not enmeshed. They don? have to integrate in that
deep smictured way. What's wrong with a love of difference?
..Youcan't CO-existwith someone when they want what you've
got And now of course people want not only the Indian Iind base but
also the Indian soul. They want the spirituality. They want to l e m the
belief system. But the belief system at the very base is about respect for

the land and reverence for life. That's the basic thing people need to have
in common. That's where it dl begins to heal" (Hogan 1995:128).
Thomas Banyacay, a Hopi Elder, also suggests a path of CO-existence:

"In the very beginning, before we separated fiom our white brother
- we have the same mother, but the color was different - we each received
two sets of stone tablets in which al1 of the Great Spirit's knowledge.
prophecies, and waming were set They said Great Spirit breathed into
those sacred stone tablets. They were given to two brothers who were to
carry this knowledge wherever they go. The younger brother stayed here.
We have that stone tablet set in Hopi today.
The other was given to the white brother. He was given a special
message to record things, to invent things, and to make life very beautifid
and clean on the other side of the world. So he took some people with him
and went around the world.. ." (Banyacay 1997:43).

Co-existence is just one of the ways of working together that Aboriginal Peoples have
suggested since contact. If Indigenous Knowledge and western science are to work
together, we must find mechanisms of doing so that respect each way of knowing equally.

How can researchers becorne allies with Abonginal Peoples who are advancing
their interests? Certainly, they have a responsibility as researchers to challenge their own
racism, biases and assurnptions. They also must respect a communities' rîght to
determine for itself how or if it is going to use TEK, Indigenous Knowledge and western
science. Derrick Jenson, i n t e ~ e w i n gOkanogan educator and author, Jeanette
Armstrong, asks her what he can do, She answers:

"A way you can help is to create space for our voice, advocate for it, add
that voice in whatever ways are open to you. 1 make that challenge when 1
talk to different groups. 1Say: 'You can ask for my thinking, but what are
you prepared tu do about it?' That's especially true for people who have
any sort of power in the dominant society. 1Say to them: "There's no
point in sharing this with you, if it's only going to excite you for a day and
then go your way. You're wasting my time and your time. If you're
willing to do something I'm willing to talk with yod' (Armstrong
l995:299).

Researchers need to examine their intemal environment They need to critically examine

and challenge their own biases and assurnptions, and most of all, they need to listen to the
numerous Aboriginai voices already present in the literahire.
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